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Preface
This book is a practical guide on how to become better in business by improving your basic
business knowledge and skills.
The left and right hand of all businesses are accounting and legal matters. Accordingly, these
are covered in this book in some detail. In addition, the book covers other practical matters and
personal disciplines that all go together to make an individual more effective in business.
In general people are either born with commercial blood in their veins or not. Those who do not
have the aptitude to become business persons in their own right may become ‘business
technicians’ such as accountants, IT support staff, human resource managers, or commercial
lawyers. This book will also be valuable to those business technicians in enabling them to
further understand commercial disciplines and skills that are different to those they work with
day-to-day. For example, an accountant will gain valuable knowledge from the commercial
agreements section, and a lawyer would gain a lot from understanding financial management
tools.
If you are a business person running your own business, this book should prove invaluable as
an overall guide for most of the disciplines you will need to understand, if not master, in order to
be more proficient in operating your business.
Business is life, so in business as in life everyday is a new learning experience; and we are
never too old to learn new skills.
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SECTION 1: GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Everyone in life and in business needs their
own person set of goals and objectives.
These give us the best chance of
succeeding.
Teaching Objective
In this Session you will learn the following:

Draft your own personal Goals and
Objectives.
Reasons to Set Goals
Goals can give you a target to aim for.
Goals provide your success mechanism
with clear targets of your own choosing
based on what is most important to you.

To understand what are Goals and
Objectives and about their importance.

Goals can help you concentrate your
time and effort.

To distinguish between Business (or
Work) and Life Goals and Objectives
and achieve a balance between them.

Goal setters achieve such outstanding
results because they focus and concentrate
their time, energy, and resources on a
single objective; even if it is just for a few
hours at a time. Their concentrated power
can produce results that are much greater
than those achievable through the diffused
and unfocused energy many people use to
get through their days.

To know the difference between Wishes
and Goals.
To be able to formulate your own
Business and Life Goals.

Goals provide a way to focus and
concentrate your time and energy into
carefully chosen targets that are designed
to make significant positive impacts in your
life.
Goals
can
provide
persistence and desire.

Knowledge
At the end of this Module you will be able to:
Define
Business
Objectives.

Goals

and

Define Life Goals and Objectives.
Explain why a balance between
Business and Life Goals and
Objectives is important.

Most
significant
accomplishments are riddled
with obstacles, struggles,
and failures. It is estimated
that Thomas Edison failed
over one thousand times
before he finally discovered
a way to make the light bulb
work. It is very rare for
something important to be
accomplished successfully
on the very first try.

motivation,
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Goals can help you establish priorities.
Goals and the missions, visions, and
dreams that inspire them, provide a natural
framework to help you identify and establish
your priorities and make the "right" choices
based on the long-term view of what is most
important to you.
Goals can provide a roadmap to take you
from where you are to where you want to
be.
A
well
crafted
strategy
with
an
accompanying set of intermediate goals
provides a framework to reach far away
targets. One of the best ways to deal with
large or seemingly "impossible" tasks is to
break them up into a series of intermediate
achievable steps and get to work on each
piece. Remember the old Chinese maxim:
‘the longest journey starts with the first
step’.
Some Reasons Why Some People Don’t
Set Goals
It is estimated that only a few people bother
to think about their goals on a regular basis,
and even less have clear written goals. If
goal setting is such a powerful tool, why
don't more people use it?
1. They don't have a good reason to
set goals.
2. They don't know about goal setting.
3. They don't know how to use goal
setting to help their lives.
4. Fear. Fear is a powerful emotion
that can help us in many
circumstances, but can also be
destructive and paralyzing in others.
Goal setting often requires us to
overcome several deep rooted-fears:
fear of failure, fear of rejection and
fear of the unknown. Failing to
overcome these fears leads to
mediocre
goals
that
produce

mediocre results, or worse, to not
setting goals at all.
5. They
are
too
disorganized.

busy

and/or

The Difference between Wishes, Dreams
and Goals
Wishes
Wishes capture things that you potentially
desire or want without having to commit to
actually doing them. This is an important
distinction because it allows you to
brainstorm freely about the things you want
without your judgments regarding how/when
to accomplish them getting in the way.
Use a Wish or Dream Compilation
Your ‘wish list’ is the list
of everything that you
may need, want or
desire someday, but
that you are not actively
pursuing at this time.
You can build your ‘wish
list’ first, and then
prioritize and decide
which of these wishes
to pursue further.
Dreams can be big and seem unrealistic at
first glance. They also don't have to be as
focused or specific as goals. Some dreams
could look five to ten years into your future;
others could even span your entire lifetime.
Dreams are your ultimate destination, while
goals are the intermediate stops along the
way. Dreams represent what you want and
why, while goals represent your plan to get
you there.
When you find a wish that you really want to
accomplish, you simply convert it into a
dream or goal. If you find a wish that you
no longer need or want, simply demote it
(give it a low priority) and choose something
else instead.
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Goals v Dreams
Goals are much more specific and focused
than the dream that inspired them.
However, having the dream allows you to
keep sight of the big picture and periodically
evaluate the goals to determine if they are
still helping you move towards your dream.

Or
When you do, you think that it simply
wasn’t worth the cost.
Journey List
Once again, remember the Chinese maxim:
‘Every long journey starts with the first step’.

Goals and dreams complement each other.
If you only have dreams without any goals
to support them, you can easily feel
overwhelmed by the enormity of your
dream. The shorter-term goals provide
achievable intermediate targets that serve
as stepping stones toward your dream.

To some extent he was right, but that’s only
a small part of the picture. We also need to
know the following:
Where is the destination?
How long is the journey?

If you only have goals but no dreams, you
can easily fall into the trap of focusing so
much on the steps that you lose sight of
your destination.
You run the risk of
forgetting "why" you are pursuing these
goals in the first place. Specific short-term
goals are not terribly motivating by
themselves either; their power comes from
their connection to a big inspiring dream.
How Do We Reach Where We Want To
Go?
]
Ever tried going to a destination, but
not knowing where you want to go?
Ever known where you want to go,
but didn’t know how to ask the way?
Ever known where you want to go,
but had no means of getting there?
Ever know where you want to go,
and finally get there, but found that
the journey just wasn’t worth the
effort?
What happens?
Well, either:
You never get there.

Is it all uphill or against the current?
What is the best means of travel?
What will
sacrifices?

be

the

costs

and

Is it a safe journey, are the risks
acceptable?
Are there any half-way houses?
Are there any rewards along the
way?
Is the destination worth the journey?
How can I prepare myself for the
journey?
Is anyone coming with me?
Can they
required?

cope

with

what

is

How can I help them and myself enroute?
Your life and business are
both journeys that you take
concurrently.
Therefore
they must both flow in the
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same direction, or you’ll exhaust yourself by
swimming against the current and getting
nowhere fast.
Don’t ever kid yourself. To get anywhere in
Life, and achieve anything worthwhile in
business, of which you can be justly proud,
takes hard work and dedication.
There are no shortcuts or easy fixes!
In order to answer the above questions
about our journey in life and business, we
need to set some clear, understandable,
and workable ‘Goals and Objectives’.
Goals and Objectives
So, just what are ‘Goals and Objectives’?
Goals are long term destinations:
where you finally want to end up in
both your business and your life.
Objectives are reachable ‘halfway
houses’: they allow you to rest for a
moment, catch your breath and
measure your progress.
Defining a Goal
So how do we define our Goals?
Business or Work Goals
Business, or Work, Goals are always
personal, but some can be fairly standard
because they often have to conform to the
dictates of particular industries.
For
example, to operate a certain business it
may be absolutely necessary to obtain
particular qualifications or special licenses.
Obtaining these therefore becomes either a
Goal
or
an
Objective,
depending on the time,
resources and sacrifice you
may need to achieve it.
Business Goals involve your
deciding where you want to
be, and how far you want to

advance, in your employer’s business as an
employee, or whether you want to start, or
continue running your own business, and in
which direction you’d like to take it.
Both Business and Life Goals can be
separated from Objectives in that Goals
tend to be longer term achievements that
may need ‘stepping stones’ (Objectives) to
help achieve them.
Life Goals
Life Goals are more personally sensitive
than Business Goals. Each individual must
define his or her own Life Goals according
to his or her personality and family
circumstances.
Life Goals. Reflect our
vision for ourselves. They are what we
would like to do in the long term with our
life. They are where we would like to go, or
what we would like to achieve over a
number of years.
How Many Goals Should We Have?
Usually, people have 4 or
5
(or
more!)
main
Business Goals and a
similar number of Life
Goals at any one time in
their lives.
Once any
particular
Goal
is
obtained,
we
should
immediately make a new
Gaol. Life is dynamic.
It’s
about
constant
challenge and achievement. Once we stop
achieving we usually lose our sense of
purpose and simply die.
In addition, with respect to businesses, they
must either rise or fall. They usually never
just cruise along for long. Those who try to
run a business in cruise mode are
overtaken by the advance of technology, the
competition or just the constantly changing
marketplace. Therefore one always needs
new Goals and Objectives in business in
order to progress and to keep the business
alive.
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still make progress with them all. This is
how we achieve a balanced life! It’s called
the ‘United Front Approach’.

We are never too old to set Goals.
Can Goals Change?
Yes, Goals can change. In fact, they must
change as we reach different stages in our
lives and our business, or they change to
new Goals once the old Goals are achieved.
Sometimes we need to be flexible in order
to change our Goals due to unforeseen
circumstances (rather than because we are
just too weak and lazy to continue).
We should regard either a Business or Life
Goal as being somewhat like the
Constitution of a nation. The terms of a
Constitution are changeable, but only in the
most unusual or pressing circumstances. A
clear majority is needed in a referendum to
change a Constitution. Similarly, a decision
to change one of your Business or Life
Goals should not be taken lightly.
You need to
consider
not
only
yourself,
but also those
who
will
be
affected, either
business
partners,
employees and
employers
for
Business Goals,
or friends and
family, in the case of Life Goals. All must
agree, not only you, unless, of course, you
want to travel your business and life
journeys totally alone. And you must ask
yourself, ‘Is anything worth that cost?’ Only
you can answer this question for yourself,
but the great majority of us would surely
answer with a resounding ‘No!”.
Can Business
Contradictory?

and

Life

Goals

Be

Yes, they nearly always are! That’s why we
need to clearly understand them, what we
need to do to achieve our Goals, and how
much we need to compromise with each yet

What Are Some Examples of Business
Goals?
Some examples of business goals are:
To open your own business.
To become the ‘Employee of the
Year’.
To break your company’s annual
sales target.
To become
business.

a

partner

in

the

To gain a big pay rise.
To get a seat on the Board of
Management.
To become the General Director.
To open a new branch of your
business.
To begin exporting.
To learn better business skills!
What Are Some Examples of Life Goals?
Some examples of Life Goals are:
To get married and bring up a family.
To travel as much as possible.
To run a successful business.
To own our own home.
To become a multimillionaire.
To help the poor and needy.
Achieve a university degree.
And so the list goes on. As you can see,
Goals, especially Life Goals, are very
personal things, but they also impact on
those around us, especially on family and
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close friends, so these people, in particular
must be considered, consulted and listened
to, if we hope to be successful with
formulating and adhering to our Business
and Life Goals. There is no point in having
Goals if you can’t keep to them.
Goals should be made
for different stages of
your life. They should
never seem so far
away in time that they
seem
unachievable.
We all need to feel that
we have a good
chance of reaching our
destinations.

SWOT Analysis for Goal Setting
SWOT, which stands for Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats, is a
way to analyze and evaluate your current
situation and environment. While it's
typically used for strategic planning in
business settings, it can also be used in
goal setting to help you identify goals
that will give you the most benefit. It is a
way
of
matching
your
internal
capabilities, resources and liabilities with
the external factors you are facing.
Identifying Your Strengths
What
are
your
competencies in this area?

core

We also need to enjoy
the long journey as much as possible. Life
and Business are not dress rehearsals.
They are very serious matters. We all only
have one life. We must make the best we
can of it. And business or job failures can
be expensive and painful experiences.

What relevant skills,
abilities do you poses?

Formulating Your Own Business and Life
Goals

What specialized knowledge or
expertise do you have access to?

The Destination

Who can you ask for advice, support
or help?

So, what are your own
Business and Life Goals
at this stage of your life?
Goals must be in writing
so they are clearly
defined, understood and
permanently recorded for
continual reference.

Steps in Formulating Your Goals
Formulating your Goals is not a short term
process. It takes a lot of time, thought and
consultation.

talents

or

What resources do you have at your
disposal?

What special/proprietary tools can
you use or develop?
What is already working well in this
area? What related strengths does
that reveal?
Keep in mind that not all of these questions
will apply to every result area. Just use the
ones that make sense to help you identify
your strengths.
Identifying Your Weaknesses
The next step is to identify your
weaknesses, which represent your internal
liabilities. In many cases, the lack of a
strength or resource can be considered a
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weakness. Here are some ideas to help
you identify your weaknesses:

How can you take advantage of your
strengths?

What are your main liabilities in this
area?

Can you take advantage of any
changes in your environment or
circumstances?

List all the relevant skills, abilities
and talents that you would find
helpful in this result area. Which
ones are you the least good or
proficient at?

What opportunities would become
available to you if you eliminate
some of your weaknesses?
Identifying Threats

List the specialized knowledge or
expertise that you would find helpful
in this result area. Any knowledge or
expertise that you lack could be
considered a weakness.
Are there any resources (money,
time, help) that you currently don't
have access to?
What is not working in this area right
now? What related weaknesses
does that reveal?
Your strengths and weaknesses give you an
idea of your internal capabilities, resources
and liabilities.
Identifying Opportunities
The next step in SWOT analysis is to
identify your external opportunities for profit,
growth and improvement. Here are some
ideas to help you identify them:

Now identify your threats, which represent
external events, environmental factors, or
changes that could affect you negatively.
Here are some ideas to help you identify
some threats:
Make a list of serious risks you are
facing in this area if you continue
along your current path.
What obstacles or roadblocks are
impeding your progress?
What environmental factors
affecting you negatively?

are

Think about how current changes to
your environment or circumstances
could affect you negatively.
Summary of SWOT Segments

List the opportunities that you have
been considering.

The four SWOT quadrants provide different
perspectives to help you identify targets and
strategies:

What things could you improve in
this result area?

SO Quadrant - Opportunities to
Pursue.

Think of one thing you could do that
would significantly improve your
situation in this area.

ST Quadrant - Threats to Eliminate.

What important goals could you
pursue?

WT Quadrant - Risk Mitigation &
Avoidance.

WO Quadrant - Things to Improve.
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Goal Formulation

Remember, only you can run your own
Business or Life’s race. The coach can help
you prepare for the event, but only you can
complete it. It’s your Business or Work and
your Life!
Points to Consider When Reviewing the
Journey List
When reviewing the Journey List, ie where
we want to go, here are some points to
consider with regard to each:

Possible steps towards formulating your
own goals may include:

How long is the journey?

Step 1: Think about what you would
like to be and where you would like
to go in both your business and your
life.

Make sure the destination is not so
far ahead you lose sight of the way.

Step 2: Record a draft of your Goals
in writing.

Place in sufficient objectives (more
on those to come) to make sure you
can measure your progress and not
feel lost along the way.

Step 3: Closely consider your own
aptitudes and talents.
Step 4: Consider
resources.

your

present

Step 5: Consider and closely consult
others who may be affected.
Step 6: Carefully check your draft
Business and Life Goals against the
Journey List already provided
earlier.
Step 7: Permanently record your
Business and Life Goals.
Step 8: Follow your Business and
Life Goals until you reach them, or
until unusual circumstances demand
that you must change one or more of
them. If you have to change your
Goals because of circumstances, do
not be afraid. Think about it, then
change the Goals decisively and
with full conviction.

Make sure you feel it’s achievable.

Is it All Uphill, or Against the Current?
Pick Business and Life Goals that suit your
aptitudes and talents.
In other words don’t try to obtain an
Engineering Degree if you know you
are hopeless at math! Don’t try to
become a multimillionaire if you are
artistically, rather than commercially,
inclined.
Incorrect or unreasonable Goals will
result in a sense of needless failure.
What is the Best Means of Travel?
Don’t choose a route that is not suitable for
your talents and aspirations.
If you want to be a multimillionaire,
don’t open a corner store business!
You almost always have to get into a
contracting
or
asset
oriented
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business that usually involves the
hard skills of ‘buying and selling’.

or her time instead of obtaining a
degree?

If you want to be successful in Show
Business, you must be able to sing
and dance. And it follows that if you
want to be really successful in the
Commercial World, you must be
able to buy and sell: yourself, your
company
and
your
product,
whatever it may be.

Is it worth scrimping and saving to
afford a deposit to buy your own
home and then perhaps having to
work hard for years to pay it off?
(Far better to constantly buy and sell
your home to quickly trade out of
your mortgage – but again, can you
put up with the constant family
relocations?)

If you want to buy your own home,
you need to carefully consider all the
mechanisms of how best to get
there. Details are important. For
example you need to consider
locations, prices,
the market cycle,
agents,
your
income,
mortgage rates,
government
taxes,
your
partner’s wishes,
your family needs
etc.
What are the Costs and Sacrifices?
In the Military there are many
aphorisms. Just two are: ‘Any fool
can get wet; it takes a trained soldier
to stay dry’. Also: ‘Any fool can die
for his county; the trick is to make
the other guy die for his.’
So it follows that anyone can suffer
costs and undergo sacrifices just for
the sake of them, but to what end?
We are not all self-purging monks!
Are the costs and sacrifices going to
be worth it in the end? Will the end
reward justify the present and ongoing costs and sacrifices?
Will it be worth a parent having 3
jobs to support a child at college
when that child doesn’t appreciate
the sacrifice, and simply wastes his

Is the Journey Safe and Are the Risks
Acceptable?
Few, if any, things in either Business
or Life are really guaranteed.
Everything has its attached
risks. However, in business and
life
usually,
all
things
considered, often the higher the
risk, the higher should be the
reward. If the risks are high,
make sure that so will be your
reward if you beat the odds and
succeed.
Life and business are both about
Risk
Management.
Risk
Management is about minimising the
risks to what you personally consider
to be an acceptable level in relation
to the reward.
Risks should be carefully considered
and steps taken to minimise them.
For example, don’t open a business
without a tactical and strategic
reserve of capital.
Once risks are clearly identified and
minimised to an acceptable level,
you should not hesitate to proceed
with ‘All Systems Go!’
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Are There
Objectives

Any

Halfway

Houses:

In relation to Business and Life
Goals, halfway houses are known as
‘Objectives’.
Like
Goals,
Objectives should
also
be
clearly
identified
and
formally
recorded
under the particular
Life Goal to which
they apply.
Objectives should be spaced along
the route to the final Business or Life
Goal destination. Objectives should
be steps leading towards the final
attainment of the Goal to which it
pertains.
Objectives should be steps where
we can gain encouragement along
the way and reassure ourselves that
any particular Goal is, indeed, being
achieved.
Easy examples of Objectives are
when we may pass a
university semester en-route
to a longer term Life Goal of
becoming a doctor, or when
we obtain a special licence,
such as an agency licence,
in a step to establishing our
own small business.
Importantly, if Objectives are
not being achieved, the Goal
urgently
needs
to
be
reassessed. Is this Goal too hard, or
are we too lazy and uncommitted to
do what it takes to achieve it?
Are There Any Rewards Along the Way?
Business and Life are not just about
work and commitment. They should

also be about a sense of challenge,
achieving satisfaction, and gaining
reward and enjoyment. Tomorrow is
promised to no one, so we must
enjoy every possible moment of our
lives. Always remember, we only
have one turn at life.
When setting out to achieve
both Business and Life
Goals, you need to build in
rewards along the way. Link
the rewards with achieving
written Objectives.
For
example, if you pass a
university seminar, try to treat
yourself in some way, no matter how
small. Even a poor student, can go
for a cheap camping holiday during
a semester break time for example.
Is the Destination Worth the Journey?
Don’t wait until the very end to try to
make this judgement. By then it will
be too late!
Business and Life Goals are about
constant reassessment using new
information and experiences we gain
as our lives progress.
Don’t give up on a
Goal simply because
it’s
difficult
to
achieve. If the Goal
is not difficult, it
usually isn’t worth
achieving.
How Can I Prepare Myself
for the Journey?
Again, there is a famous military
aphorism that states: ‘Preparation
prevents pretty poor performance’.
And few truer words were ever
spoken. If you know you are going
on a long journey, only the foolish
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would not prepare themselves in the
best way.
If one of your Life Goals is to buy a
house, you need to get a job first,
start saving for a deposit, study as
much as possible about what is
involved in the acquisition of a
property.
If you are slack and lazy, your
chances of achieving any Business
and Life Goals are slim. That’s the
bottom line.
Is Anyone Coming with Me?
Do you have partner? Does he or
she support your Goals, especially
your Life Goals? And what about
your children, parents and close
friends.
If you don’t have the
support
of
those
you
love, you will
have
millstones
around your
neck.
And
worthwhile
Goals
are
usually too
hard
to
achieve, or
not worth the
achievement in the end, with such
severe weights to carry.
Carefully consult and consider the
needs and wants of those close to
you who will be affected by your
Goals. Do they share your dreams?
Can you include them in some way?
Can They Cope with What is Required?
You need to carefully brief those
who you need to love and support
you in the attainment of your Goals.

Do they know the risks and
rewards? Will they benefit as well
as you if they share the same risks
and sacrifices?
If not, it’s
unreasonable to expect them to go
along on the journey with you.
Don’t be selfish when it comes to
achieving your Goals, or you’ll end
up all alone on the journey.
How Can I Help Them and Myself Along
the Way?
Always try to gain new knowledge
and experience that will help you in
the attainment of our Business and
Life Gaols. Support, teach, reward
and encourage those close to you
who share all, or part, of your
journey.
Invest in yourself at all time. Never
forget that you are your best asset!

BE
COOL,
BE
CALCULATING, BE CLEARHEADED!
NEVER GIVE UP!
ALWAYS BE A WINNER!
GOOD LUCK!

SECTION 2: WINNING NEGOTIATOR
This Section introduces students to the
important skill of negotiation, a process we
use in many aspects of both our business
and private lives.
Teaching Objective
In this Session you will cover the following:
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Barriers to successful negotiation.

We are going to talk about some tips to
effective negotiating that can help you work
more effectively with your customers, coworkers, and boss.

The 3 phases of negotiation.

Negotiation Wisdom from Ancient China

Planning for negotiation.

2500 years ago, Sun Tzu wrote in The Art
of War that there were three things that
every general needed to know. He said:

Overview
process.

of

today’s

negotiation

Preparing for negotiation.
Sources of influence in negotiation.
Negotiation tactics.

Sun Tzu Might be Rephrased for Today
as:

Checklist of negotiating tips.
A case example: negotiating on
salaries.
Knowledge
At the end of this Session you will be able
to:
Know the important
negotiations.

aspects

Know yourself.
Know your opponent.
Know the terrain.

of

Be able to plan and prepare for
negotiations.
Have a ready negotiating tips
checklist to help you in future
negotiations.
Know the best way to negotiate for a
good salary.
Introduction
We all negotiate in our personal and
professional lives. We negotiate when we
go to the market, or when we want to do
something different at work, or when we are
dealing with members of the public.
Sometimes it’s easy to negotiate, but other
times, when we have a great deal at stake,
or we are upset, the task can be difficult.

Understand your own
interests, and values.

strengths,

Understand the strengths, interests,
and values of others.
Understand the context of your
situation.
This is good advice
negotiation process.

for the modern

What is Negotiation?
Negotiating is the process by which two or
more parties with different needs and goals
work to find a mutually acceptable solution
to an issue. Because negotiating is an
inter-personal process, each negotiating
situation is different, and influenced by each
party's skills, attitudes and style.
We often look at negotiating as unpleasant,
because it implies conflict, but negotiating
need not be characterized by bad feelings,
or angry behaviour. Understanding more
about the negotiation process allows us to
manage our negotiations with confidence
increases the chance that the outcomes will
be positive for both parties.
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Negotiation is a process involving
different views and needs.
You often don’t know what the other
party wants; they often don’t know
what you want.
The other party usually does not
want what you want.

Most of the thinking about negotiation
focuses on two strategies, although they call
them by different names.
One
strategy
bargaining.

is

cooperative

The other is competitive bargaining.
The disputants will either

You must understand and address
his/her/their needs before you can
reach an agreement.

Attempt to force the other side to
comply with their demands.

When they ‘feel’ they are getting
what they want, you will get what
you want.

Attempt to modify the opposing
position
and
move
toward
compromise.

Negotiation Strategies
Negotiations typically take place because
the parties wish to create something new
that neither could do on his, or her, own, or
to resolve a problem, or dispute, between
them.
The parties acknowledge
that there is some conflict
of interest between them
and think they can use
some form of influence to
get a better deal, rather
than simply taking what the
other side will voluntarily
give them. They prefer to
search
for
agreement
rather than fight openly,
give in, or break off contact.
When parties negotiate, they usually expect
give and take. While they have interlocking
goals that they cannot accomplish
independently, they usually do not want or
need exactly the same thing.
This
interdependence can be either win-lose or
win-win in nature, and the type of
negotiation that is appropriate will vary
accordingly.

Attempt to invent a solution that
meets the objectives of all sides.
Points to Consider When Negotiating
Mutual adjustment. This is one of
the key causes of the changes that
occur during a negotiation. Both
parties know that they can
influence the other's outcomes
and that the other side can
influence theirs.
The effective
negotiator attempts to understand
how people will adjust and
readjust their positions during
negotiations, based on what the
other party does and is expected
to do.
Information exchange.
The
parties
have
to
exchange
information and make an effort to
influence
each
other.
As
negotiations evolve, each side
proposes changes to the other
party's position and makes changes
to its own. This process of give-andtake and making concessions is
necessary if a settlement is to be
reached. If one party makes several
proposals that are rejected, and the
other party makes no alternate
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proposal, the first party may break
off negotiations.
Compromise. Parties typically will
not want to concede too much if they
do not sense that those with whom
they are negotiating are willing to
compromise.
Understanding the Other Party’s
Requirements.
The parties must
work toward a
solution that takes
into account each
person's
requirements and
hopefully
optimizes
the
outcomes for both.
Barriers to Successful Negotiation
There are many barriers to successful
negotiation that should be avoided. These
include:
Viewing Negotiation as Confrontational
Negotiation
need
not
be
confrontational.
In fact, effective
negotiation is characterized by the
parties working together to find a
solution.
Trying to Win at All Costs
If you ‘win’ there must be a loser,
and that can create more difficulty
down the road.
The best
perspective in negotiation is to try to
find a solution where both parties
‘win’.
Becoming Emotional
As we get more emotional, we are
less able to channel our negotiating
behaviour in constructive ways. It is
important to maintain control.

Not Trying to Understand the Other
Person
Since we are trying to find a solution
acceptable to both parties, we need
to understand the other person's
needs, and wants with respect to the
issue.
Focusing
Issues

on

Personalities,

Not

It is important to stick to the
issues, and put aside our degree
of like or dislike for the
individual.
Blaming the Other Person
If you blame the other person for the
difficulty you will create an angry
situation.
The 3 Phases of Negotiation
A negotiation process can be divided into 3
phases and 6 separate steps:
Phase 1: Before the Negotiation
Step 1: Prepare and Plan: In this step,
one should gather facts about the other
party, learn about the other party’s
negotiating style and anticipate other sides’
position and prioritize issues.
Prepare
alternative proposals and establish BATNA
(the Best Alternative to a Negotiated
Agreement). The most ideal case is to
come out with a win-win plan to both
parties.
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Phase 2: During the Negotiation
Step 2: Set the Tone: In this step, parties
should firmly state their positions and
explain their interests.
Step 3: Explore Underlying Needs: It is
also important to actively listen for facts and
reasons behind the other party’s position
and explore underlying needs of the other
party. If conflict exists, try to develop
creative alternatives without losing the winwin focus.
Step 4: Select, Refine, and Craft an
Agreement: It is a step in which both
parties present the starting proposal. They
should listen for new ideas, think creatively
to handle conflict and gain power and create
cooperative environment.
Step 5: Review and Recap the
Agreement: This is the step in which both
parties formalize agreement in a written
contract, or letter of intent.
Phase 3: After the Negotiation
Step 6: Review the Negotiation:
Reviewing the negotiation helps one to
learn the lessons on how to achieve a better
outcome. Therefore, one should take the
time to review each element and ask
oneself, ‘what went well?’ and ‘what could
be improved next time’.
Planning For Negotiations
Effective planning is
crucial to meeting
negotiation
objectives.
If the
parties are to reach a
stable
agreement,
specific events must
take place before the
parties ever come to
the table.

Do your research – the more
information you gather, the stronger
your position will be.
Set your goals – know your
limitations and what you want to
achieve in the process.
Position for strength – define your
strategy and presentation for
maximum advantage.
Framing the Issues
Parties must frame the issues to be
negotiated, and recognize that they have a
common problem that they share an interest
in solving. Frames are the conceptions that
parties have of the situation and its risks.
They allow the parties to begin to develop a
shared definition of the issues involved, and
the process needed to resolve them.
When the frames of both parties match,
they are more likely to focus on common
issues and have a common definition of the
situation. However, when the frames do not
match, communication between the parties
is likely to be more difficult. Unless the
different outlooks on the problem begin to
overlap, it is unlikely that negotiations will be
successful.
If negotiators understand what frame they
are operating from and what frame the other
is operating from, they may be able to shift
the conversation and develop common
definitions. The way in which parties define
the problem can shape the rest of the
planning process.
In the early stages
negotiators must also

of

framing,

Determine their goals.
Anticipate what they want to
achieve.
Prepare for the negotiation
process.
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Preparing For Negotiations

happy that their needs and priorities are
being met in the negotiations.

To prepare for negotiations parties must:
Define the issues to be discussed.
Assemble all the issues that have
been defined into a comprehensive
list. (The combined list of issues
and priorities from each side
determines the negotiation agenda.)
Negotiators often exchange and negotiate
the list of issues to be discussed in
advance.
Consultation between negotiators prior to
actual negotiation allows them to agree on
The agenda
discussed.

of

issues

to

Because negotiations typically involve more
than one issue, it is helpful for negotiators to
anticipate different ways of packaging
issues. They can balance the issues they
regard as most important by being more
flexible about items they deem less
important. They should also decide which
items they can abandon and use as
leverage to get what they really want with
respect to the most important issues.
Preparing for negotiation also involves the
development of supporting arguments.
Negotiators must be able to present

be

The location of the negotiations.
The time
sessions.

and

duration

of

the

The parties to be involved in the
negotiations.
The techniques
negotiation fails.

to

pursue

if

Once they have determined the relative
importance of the issues, parties need to
decide the order in which issues should be
discussed.
Many sequencing options are possible:
going from easy to hard, hard to easy, or
tackling everything together.
Different
situations suggest different answers to that
question, and different negotiators and
mediators prefer one approach over the
others.
Negotiators that are operating on behalf of
another party not present should consult
with that party as well as with the other side
to ensure that the party they represent is

supporting facts and arguments, anticipate
how the other side will respond to these
arguments, and respond to the other party's
claims with counter-arguments.
This
includes locating facts to support one's point
of view, determining what sorts of
arguments have been given in similar
negotiations in the past, anticipating the
arguments the other side is likely to make,
and presenting facts in the most convincing
way possible.
Finally, preparation involves assessing the
other party's priorities and interests and
trying to get a better idea of what that party
is likely to want. Negotiators should gather
background information about the other
party's current needs, resources, and
interests.
This can be done through
preliminary interviews or consultations with
those who have done business with the
other party in the past. In addition,
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negotiators need to understand the other
party's objectives.
Professional negotiators will often exchange
information about targets or initial proposals
before negotiations begin.
Negotiators should be aware of the other
party's negotiation style, reputation, and the
strategy and tactics they commonly use.
They should investigate that party's past
behavior in related settings, determine his
or her organizational position, and find out
whom he or she admires and whose advice
carries weight.
An individual's past
negotiation behavior is a good indication of
how he or she will behave in the future.
Negotiators should understand the other
party's alternatives. If the other negotiator
has strong alternatives, he or she will
probably be willing to set high objectives
and be willing to push hard for these
objectives during negotiation.

widespread belief that the best way
to start a negotiation is with an
extreme position. The idea is that
negotiators should let others know
they are in charge by taking a hard
line, and should then soften their
position
later
if
appropriate.
However, this may not be the most
effective tactic. The more extreme
the opening positions are, and the
smaller the concessions, the more
time and effort it often takes to move
toward agreement. And as each
side tries to use force to make the
other change its position, anger and
resentment result, putting a heavy
strain on the relationship between
the parties. Thus, it is a mistake to
try to use force or threats before one
has exhausted the other elements of
negotiating power. Threatening to
impose harsh consequences without
having first made a firm and clear
offer is actually likely to reduce a
negotiator's level of power.

Sources of Influence In Negotiation
Negotiation is a process of communication
in which the parties aim to ‘send a message’
to the other side and influence each other.
Thus power in negotiation lies in the ability
to favorably affect someone else's decision.
How to Fail to Exert Influence on the
Other Party
Physical Force is Not Productive.
Some assume that because threats
of physical force exert influence, the
ability to make such
threats
is
the
essence
of
negotiating power.
But making threats
is a costly and
dangerous way of
trying
to
exert
influence.
A Hard Line Approach May Not Be
the Best Approach. There is also a

How to Best Exert Influence on the Other
Party
The ability to exert influence depends upon
the combined total of a variety of factors.
Having a good alternative to
negotiation
contributes
substantially to a negotiator's
power.
A negotiator with very
strong alternatives does not need
the negotiation in order to achieve at
least a satisfactory outcome.
The
term
‘BATNA’
(best
alternative to a negotiated
agreement) refers to this type of
negotiating power. When parties
have many options other than
negotiation, they have more
leverage in making demands.
Therefore,
parties
should
develop a strong understanding of
their alternatives before participating
in negotiations.
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Making one's BATNA as strong as
possible, and then making that
BATNA known to one's opponent,
can strengthen one's negotiating
position.
Know about the people and interests
involved as well as the relevant
facts.
The abilities to listen, to
empathize, and to communicate
clearly and effectively are crucial in
negotiating effective agreements.
Be aware of various negotiating
styles and cultural differences.
This can be a huge asset to any
negotiator when it comes to
influencing the other party.
Keep a good working relationship
with the other party.
Such
relationships
are characterized by
trust and the ability to
communicate
effectively and easily.
If
a
negotiator
establishes
a
reputation for candor
and honesty, his or
her capacity to exert
influence
is
enhanced.
A
negotiator who understands the
point of view from which the other
party is operating is more likely to
communicate persuasively, with
minimal misunderstanding.
Consider the content of the
message, the structure of the
message, and the delivery style.
In addition, while facts and ideas are
important in changing another
person's opinions and perceptions,
the effectiveness of persuasion
depends on how these facts and
ideas are selected and presented.

Make the offer attractive to the
other party.
Emphasize those
features of the offer that the other
party is likely to find appealing.
Try to formulate a proposal to
which the other party can agree.
This will put the other negotiator into
the mindset of saying ‘yes’’ and will
increase the likelihood that he or she
will agree with a second, more
significant proposal or statement.
These propositions can also help to
reduce tension and hostility and
create minor points of agreement.
Make your messages consistent
with your opponent's values.
Thus negotiators can enhance their
chances of success by jointly
developing objective criteria and
standards of legitimacy, and then
shaping proposed solutions so
that they meet these joint
standards, which may include
appeals to principles of fairness
and expert opinions.
Invent a good solution to the
problem. This typically involves
devising an ingenious solution
that addresses the interests of
both sides. Rather than seeking
‘power over’ the other side,
negotiators in this way exercise
‘power with’ one another.
Negotiating Tactics
There are many tactics used by skilled
negotiators, including:
Presenting demands.
Placing deadlines.
Good guy/bad guy approaches.
Giving only limited authority to a
negotiating party.
Walking out.
Formulating concession patterns.
Intimidation.
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Fait accompli (what's done is done).
Having a ‘take it or leave it’
approach.

A Check List of Negotiating Tips
Here is a quick check list of handy
negotiating tips:

Follow the Process Carefully
Know exactly what you want and
what you are willing to do to get it.
Build a relationship – establish a
comfortable relationship up front;
test for ‘chemistry.’
Find out what your adversary wants;
ask him/her/them before making
your presentation.
Get enough information to define
the terms of an agreement.
Get a commitment, ‘trial close’ – ‘if I
can ______, will you?’ before
proceeding. Make it easy for them.
Validate your adversary’s
commitment as soon as possible.
Do they have the authority to do
what they agree to do?
Communicate your value-added
position, your offer, and your
personal commitment.
Sell your advantage – it may not be
price; find something of value your
adversary wants.
Manage gaming – know
your options; don’t be
victimized; use tactics
to your advantage.
Prepare to make
compromises and to
avoid concessions.
Seek a middle ground,
a ‘meeting of the minds,
a win-win situation.

Negotiate in person.
Sell your value added at every turn.
Establish a rapport before starting.
Never
assume
a
discounted
position.
Build client trust and respect.
Keep
the
negotiating
teams
balanced.
Don’t assume they want what you
want .
Seek common ground – a win-win.
Employ active listening.
Never commit yourself under
pressure.
Don’t respond in kind to aggressive
tactics.
Ask for and validate a commitment
ASAP.
Ask probing questions.
Avoid answering ‘yes/no’ questions.
Never give up anything without
getting something in return.
Avoid introducing interruptions.
Always be prepared for the
unexpected.
you may need to act or react quickly.
Stick to your plan.
Seek compromise over concession.
Avoid getting stuck on one issue.
Take a reasonable offer.
Get your adversary to “blink” first.
Know when to walk away.
Be prepared in advance.
Listen patiently and actively.
Always try to take notes.
Ask open-ended questions.
Clarify the ‘wants’ of the other
party.
Be clear about what your interests
are.
Be pleasant, but persuasive.
Offer options for solutions.
Be aware of your alternatives.
Be aware of their alternatives.
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Some Additional Useful Detailed Tips
Here are some additional tips
suggestions to turn negotiation
agreement:

and
into

Start with a fair price and a fair
offer.
Respect the other side's priorities.
Knowing what's most important to
the person on the other side of the
negotiating table can help you avoid
pushing too hard on hot or sensitive
issues.
Be prepared to compromise.
‘Win-win’
doesn't
mean
both
negotiating
parties
will
get
everything they want.
Leave it aside. If you have a major
sticking point that's not material to
the overall contract (e.g., the
purchase of furniture or fixtures),
finish the main agreement, then
resolve the other difficulties in a side
agreement or amendment.
Take a break -- Walk Away. If the
negotiation becomes deadlocked, or
the other party is
unreasonable
to
deal with, you may
need to walk away.
You can't force the
other party to be
reasonable,
and
making too many
concessions is not
the basis for a
healthy
business
relationship.
Involve
an
intermediary.
Sometimes
cultural
or
style
differences make it advisable to
involve an intermediary. Effective
negotiation needs to be peer-to-

peer. Involving an intermediary can
help to bridge the differences and
find the common ground or 'win-win'
outcome. Be careful in your choice
of intermediary. You want a deal -not a battle.
Know yourself. When you go into a
negotiation,
take
a
personal
inventory. How do you feel about
negotiation? Do you want to get it
over fast? If so, you may give in too
quickly, or give away too much. Or,
do you want to win, no matter what
the cost? If so, you may become
adversarial
and
damage
the
relationship.
Do your homework. Know who
you’re negotiating with before you
begin. What’s his or her reputation
as a negotiator? Win/Win model or
Win/Lose model? Does the person
want to negotiate with you (Oh
Boy!), dread the negotiation (Oh
No), or is this a neutral situation
(Show Me).
Practice double and triple think.
It’s not enough to know what you
want out of negotiation. You also
need to anticipate what the other
party wants (double think).
The
smart negotiator also tries to
anticipate what the other party
thinks you want (triple think).
Build trust. Negotiation is a highly
sophisticated
form
of
communication. Without trust, there
won’t be communication. Instead
you’ll have manipulation and
suspicion
masquerading
as
communication.
Be trustworthy.
Honor your commitments. Tell the
truth. Respect confidences.
Develop external listening. Most
people carry on an inner dialogue
with themselves. When you’re trying
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to communicate with someone else,
this inner dialogue becomes a
problem because you can’t listen
internally and externally at the same
time. When you negotiate, turn off
your inner voice and only listen
externally. You won’t miss important
nonverbal
messages,
facial
expressions of voice inflections,
when you listen externally.
Move beyond positions. It’s risky
to make yourself vulnerable to
someone.
That’s why in a
negotiation you begin by stating your
position. Later, when the trust has
deepened, you and the other party
can risk more honesty and identify
your true interests. As a negotiator,
it is your responsibility to ask
questions that will uncover the
needs or interests of the other party.
If you’ve also done your job of
creating a supportive climate, you’re
more likely to get honest answers.
Own your power. Don’t assume
that because the other party has one
type of power, e.g. position power,
that he or she is all-powerful. That’s
giving away your power! Balance
power by assessing the other parties
source(s) of power, and then your
own.
While there are
many sources of
power,
they
all
break down into two
categories; internal
power and external
power. The former
no one can take
away from you and
includes
your
personal
power,
level of self-esteem,
and self-confidence.
External
power
fluctuates with your

situation.
If you’re laid off or
demoted you can lose position
power, for example.
If new
technology is introduced, you can
lose your expertise power. Because
the dynamics of power are so
changeable, a negotiation is never
dead.
Know your BATNA. Once again,
BATNA stands for Best Alternative
to A Negotiated Agreement. The
acronym comes out of the research
on negotiation conducted by the
Harvard Negotiation Project. Before
you begin a negotiation, know what
your options are. Can you walk
away from the deal? What other
choices do you have? What are the
pros and cons of each choice? Don't
stop here. Also consider the BATNA
of the other party.
Know what a win Is. What is your
best case scenario? What is your
worst case scenario? The area in
between is called your settlement
range.
If you can reach an
agreement within your settlement
range, that’s a Win! Don’t drop
below your bottom line; you’ll feel
bad about yourself and the deal
afterwards, and you may not followthrough on your commitments
Enjoy the process. Negotiation
is a process, not an event. There
are predictable steps preparation,
creating the climate, identifying
interests, and selecting outcomes
that you will go through in any
negotiation. With practice, you will
gain skill at facilitating each step of
the process.
As your skill
increases, you’ll discover that
negotiating can be fun.
Solicit the other's perspective.
In a negotiating situation use
questions to find out what the
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other person's concerns and needs
might be. You might try: ‘What do
you need from me on this?’ or ‘What
are your concerns about what I am
suggesting / asking?’ When you
hear the other person express their
needs or concerns, use listening
responses to make sure you heard
correctly.
State your needs.
The other
person needs to know what you
need. It is important to state not
only what you need but why you
need it. Often disagreement may
exist regarding the method for
solving an issue, but not about the
overall goal.
Prepare
options
beforehand.
Before entering into a negotiating
session, prepare some options that
you can suggest if your preferred
solution
is
not
acceptable.
Anticipate why the other person may
resist your suggestion, and be
prepared to counter with an
alternative.
Don't argue. Negotiating is about
finding solutions. Arguing is about
trying to prove the other person
wrong.
We know that when
negotiating turns into each party
trying to prove the other one wrong,
no progress gets made. Don't waste
time arguing. If you disagree with
something state your disagreement
in a gentle but assertive way. Don't
demean the other person or get into
a power struggle.
Consider timing. There are good
times to negotiate and bad times.
Bad times include those situations
where there is:
A high degree of anger on either
side.

Preoccupation with something else.
A high level of stress.
Tiredness on one side or the other.
Conclusion
Negotiating is a complex process but one
worth mastering. If you keep in mind that
you are responsible for the success or
failure of negotiation, and if you follow the
tips above, you will find the process easier.
A SPECIFIC CASE EXAMPLE
Points To Consider When Negotiating
Salaries
There are many difference cases where
negotiations are critical.
However, one
situation that affects many people comes in
the area of salary negotiations. Here are a
few tips to consider.
Negotiating Tip #1: Never Negotiate
Without a Firm Job Offer
If you do, you
could
price
yourself out of a
job before the
employer
is
convinced
they
need you. Don't
be the first to
mention money.
Your interviewer
may be considering a better offer than what
you had in mind.
Be careful not to
overshoot on your requests. Unreasonable
demands can break down the negotiating
process
Negotiating Tip #2: Don't forget the value
of benefits and perks when negotiating a
salary.
Sometimes the salary offered may seem
low, and you may wonder if you should turn
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down the job. Don't decide until you figure in
the value of potential benefits and perks.

and to determine if the job is the best one
for you.

Negotiating Tip #3 Research
company before you negotiate.

the

Negotiating Tip #8 Put the offer in
writing.

Gather information about your prospective
employer. Learn what the company does, its
financial position, its status in the business
community, and recent information about its
successes and failures. It is critical to
research the salary range of the job you are
applying for before going to the interview.

After you have negotiated a salary and
benefits package, it is important to put your
agreements in writing.

Negotiating Tip #4 Be enthusiastic and
professional during negotiations.
Negotiating is not a competition. Don't put
yourself and the employer on opposite sides
of the bargaining table. Instead, encourage
the impression that you are on the same
side working for a solution that will help you
both come out winners.
Negotiating Tip #5 Never stop selling
yourself.
A job offer is not the time to let your guard
down.
Negotiating Tip #6 Be willing to walk
away.
Negotiating for a salary is a like a game.
You make an offer. The employer counters
with an offer of his own, and the game
continues until either a consensus or a
stalemate is reached. Never go into a
bargaining session with the attitude that you
must accept the job. The employer will see
your desperation and offer you much less
than you are worth. You'll be more confident
if you are willing to walk away from an offer.
Negotiating Tip #7 Don't say yes to an
offer right away.
Be enthusiastic and appreciative when you
get the job offer, but ask for at least 24
hours to respond. This gives you time to get
over your initial elation at being selected

Negotiating Tip #9 Look for the Buy
Signs
In the sales world ‘buy’ signs are anything a
buyer would do to suggest they have an
interest in your product or service.
Here are some obvious Interview ‘buy’
signs:
The interview
planned.

runs

longer

than

You receive a callback for a second
or third interview.
The interviewer starts to sell you on
the company.
The decision-maker starts to ask
questions about salary or benefits.
They send you for an exam or start
to contact your references.
These are all good signs the company is
interested in your services. Strong buy signs
often suggest you will have some leverage
in the salary negotiation process.
Negotiating Tip #10 Do Your Homework
Preparation is a key element of successful
salary negotiation. If you are asking for
more money you need to be prepared to
justify your position. During the interview
process you can aid your cause by
uncovering some information.
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If you have an ideal salary in mind you need
to be prepared to defend it. A breakdown of
average wages on national and regional
scales can be found on the Internet or at
your local library. This information can be
used to justify your compensation request.

management practices, and concludes with
points to consider for a personal time
management action plan.
Teaching Objective

Negotiating Tip #11 Focus on Mutual
Gain
Many companies use a variety of incentives
to reward employees and attract high level
talent beyond a base salary. Here is a list of
benefits you should consider during the
negotiation process.
Base Salary
Commissions
Bonuses
Personal Days
Extra Vacation Days
Healthcare Insurance
Prescription Plan
Dental Insurance
Life Insurance
Long term disability
Educational Programs
Stock Options
Pension Plan
Profit Sharing
Expense Account
Company Car
Gas Allowance
Relocation Costs
Club Memberships
Reserved Parking
Bigger office
Discount Purchases
Both you and your employer have individual
interests at stake.
Look for ways to
reconcile both by creating opportunities for
mutual gain.
SECTION 3: TIIME MANAGEMENT
This Session introduces you to the concept
of time management.
It explains its
importance, outlines bad and good time

In this Session you will learn about the
following:
What is time management?
Considerations about the use of
time.
Advantages of time management.
The time audit.
Worst time management practices.
Best time management practices.
Time management action plan.
Knowledge
At the end of this session you will be able
to:
Understand that in business ‘time is
money’.
How to use time to your best
advantage.
How to follow a time management
action plan in order to get more out
of your day.
What Is Time Management?
‘Remember that time is money’
In your business life never ever forget this
maxim.
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Are you assuming responsibility for
managing your most valuable commodity,
time?
Time must be explicitly managed, just like
money
Time management is a set of skills, tools,
and systems that work together to help you
get more value out of your time and use it to
accomplish what you want. Successful
people use time management to achieve
outstanding results, both personally and
professionally.
The difference between a developing Third
World Country and an efficiently run First
World Country revolves around 3 words: 1.
Discipline. 2. Organisation. 3. Maintenance.
Think about it. Russia, the biggest country
in the world, with the most resources, is still
a disaster economy. Yet, Japan, a tiny
country, with few resources, is the world’s
third largest economy. This is because the
Russians have not mastered the meaning of
those 3 simple words when it comes to
business.
All 3 words are absolutely dependent on
effective time management.
In developing countries people seldom keep
to timings, or regard time as important. In
highly developed countries, the exact
opposite is true.
Time is a Valuable Resource
Time is a valuable resource, a most
precious commodity.
Every human on
earth-Bill Gates, the World’s richest manand you—all have the same amount of time:
The Heart of Time Management Is
Management of Yourself
Time is the most valuable resource we
have. There are:
60 seconds in a minute.

60 minutes in an hour.
24 hours in a day.
168 hours in a week.
Time cannot be saved or stored. You
cannot create more of this resource.
Furthermore, it is not just a matter of how
much time we have, but rather the way, or
how well, we use it
The bottom line is how well we use time
Time Management
is more than just
managing our time;
it is managing
ourselves
in
relation to time.
It
is
setting
priorities
and
taking charge of
our situation and
time utilization.
It means changing those habits or activities
that cause us to waste time.
It is being willing to experiment with different
methods and ideas to enable us to find the
best way to make maximum use of time.
Considerations about the Use of Time
Essentially
everything
requires time.

we

do

Some events/activities are externally
controlled:
meetings,
family
obligations, work duties. But we
usually still have some influence
over many of these.
Other
activities
are
internally
controlled: chatting on the phone,
commitment to a club or project, or
just "messing around." We usually
have total influence over these
activities.
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It is important to set smart goals that
can be realistically accomplished.

Focus your time and energy on what is
most important.

It is important to establish priorities
because we can’t do everything.

Make time for the things you want and
value.

We must assume full responsibility
for our use or abuse of a valuable
resource called time.

Improve
your
reducing stress.

performance

while

Find greater balance and fulfillment.
Set and achieve your long-term goals.
Time Audit: Where Does Your Time Go?
Time is often equated with money, and just
as we often find ourselves short of cash, we
also find ourselves with short of time. To
understand where your time goes, it is
important to assess how you actually spend
it. One way to do this is to keep simple
operating records.
Advantages of Time Management
Worst Time Management Practices
There are many advantages
management. Just some are:

of

time

Gain time to do the things we want
to do, not just have to do.
Motivates and initiates.
Reduces avoidance.
Promotes review.
Reduces anxiety.
The key to time management is to realize
that you cannot possibly do everything.
Instead, you have to consciously decide
what you are going to do with the limited
amount of time that you have at your
disposal.
Time Management Helps You:
Reduce or eliminate wasted time and
effort so you'll have more productive
time each day.
Improve your productivity so you can
accomplish more with less effort.

Have a look at some of the worst things that
waste our time.
Interruptions – telephone.
Interruptions - personal visitors.
Meetings.
Tasks you should have delegated.
Procrastination and indecision.
Acting with incomplete information.
Dealing with team members.
Crisis management (fire fighting).
Unclear communication.
Inadequate technical knowledge.
Unclear objectives and priorities.
Lack of planning.
Stress and fatigue.
Inability to say "No" to other people’s
request for help.
Poor
desk
management
and
personal disorganization.
Let’s have a closer look at some of these
worst time wasters.
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Shifting priorities and crisis
management. This is where you
lurch from one priority to another
without any clear planning, or jump
to fix one crisis after another, as they
occur around you, without any
defined purpose.
The telephone. The telephone can
be our greatest communication tool,
or it can be our biggest enemy to
effectiveness. If you don't know how
to control it, it will control you.
Lack of priorities and clear
objectives. These are probably the
biggest and most important time
wasters.
Attempting too many tasks and
doing each one in too much
detail.
Drop in visitors.
Ineffective delegation.
Good
delegation is considered a key skill
in both managers and leaders. The
general rule is -this; if one of your
staff can do it 80% as well as you
can, then delegate it.
The cluttered desk. It takes forever
to find what you are looking for in
order to fulfill that task.

have proper
timings.

agendas

Over
scheduling
organization.

or

and

fixed

Over

Over scheduling is the practice of trying to
plan your days, weeks, or projects with too
much detail.
The problem with over scheduling occurs
when the extra details being added to your
plans don’t add any real value—they don’t
make the plan any better—and in fact make
it confusing and overly complicated.
Over organization turns practices like
planning, writing things down, and thinking
things through into liabilities that hinder,
rather than enhance, your productivity.
When you spend all your time planning and
organizing rather than doing, you are
wasting your time away just like when you
play with fonts instead of writing the report.
An example of over organization while
planning is breaking even a simple task
down into smaller and smaller steps. In
theory, you could continue breaking up
tasks into smaller steps almost indefinitely.
At some point, you
just have to stop
planning and start
doing.

Procrastination. The biggest thief
of time.
Being unable to make
decisions. Just constantly putting off
making clear decisions.
The inability to say "no!".
Accepting too many requests to do
other people’s jobs and therefore not
being able to complete your own
important tasks.
Meetings.
Attending too many
unproductive meetings that don’t

Best Time Management Practices
Some good practices to adopt in time
management include:
Do
Not
Situations.

Create

Impossible
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of little details to remember as part of his or
her normal work.

Write Effective To-Do Lists.
Avoid Distractions
Focus.

and

Lack

of

Remembering the 80/20 Rule. (See
later page.)

These are some of the reasons to avoid
using your memory to keep track of them:

Setting Priorities.
Effective Filing.
Avoid perfectionism
plating’

‘Information overload’ is a growing problem
in corporate environments, and is a major
source of anxiety and stress.

and

‘gold

Let’s look at some of the best practices in a
little more detail.
Do not create impossible situations.
An example of an
impossible situation is
attempting to work a full
40-hour week and then
also take on a full
academic load (12
hours).
Review your outside
obligations so you don’t
over commit yourself.
Write Effective ‘To Do Lists’
‘To Do Lists’ are one of the greatest ways of
being able to efficiently organize your time.
Why Should I Write Things Down?
Unless you have very little to do, or have a
highly structured and repetitive work
environment, the bottom line is that you
simply cannot rely on your memory alone to
keep track of everything that you need to
do.
This is especially true for knowledge
workers, who often have to deal with
several projects and an assortment of
smaller tasks. The average person has lots

It leads to feelings of anxiety and
overwhelm as the details begin to
pile up and you become overloaded.
It is very easy to forget something
important.
It is difficult to plan and prioritize
things solely in your head. It is
much easier when things are written
down because you can contrast and
compare.
You waste time trying to remember
what you need to do.
It causes distractions, which prevent
you from fully focusing and
concentrating on your work.
Writing things allows you to see the big
picture, and frees your mind from having to
remember all the little details.
Where Should I Write Things Down?
This is the key. It doesn't help you to write
things down unless you can easily find the
information when you need it, and you can
use it to get things done.
Putting sticky notes on
your computer monitor
doesn't work.
These
reminders are constantly
in your face, and they
keep reminding you of
other things you need to
do, which just distracts
you from your current
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work.

The 80/20 Rule

Writing something down on a piece of paper
and stuffing it in a drawer won't work either.
You need a system that will remind you
about the thing you wrote down at the right
time, and help you find it when you need it.

In 1895, the Italian economist Vilfredo
Pareto, discovered what is now commonly
called the Pareto Principle or the "80/20
rule".

What you need is a system to track and
organize your work on a project-by-project
basis so you can forget about the details
and remember them only when you actually
need them.
That's exactly what a time management
system should be designed to do!
All successful time management begins with
planning.
Use a weekly calendar and a daily "To Do"
list.
Write down all of the things you want to
accomplish today, including personal
activities such as phone calls and shopping.
This list is a reminder.
Use it to set daily priorities — what must be
done today? What can wait? Write a new
list each morning.

While studying the economy of his town, he
discovered that 80 percent of the wealth
was owned by only 20 percent of the
population.
While there are exceptions, his principle
does seem to apply to all sorts of systems
and groups including your projects and
tasks: 80 percent of the total value is
typically contained in only 20 percent of the
items.
This is also true in time management,
because some tasks give you a much
higher return on your investment than
others.
The key to effective prioritization is to apply
the 80/20 rule and discover the 20 to 30
percent of your projects and tasks that will
give you the greatest returns on your effort.
These are the tasks that you want to work
on first!
Prioritizing Tasks

Use it to visualize what you must do in that
new day, providing focus to your day's
activities.

You need to decide what to work on next.
How do you get through it all without getting
overwhelmed? The answer is: Prioritization!

Avoid Distractions and Lack of Focus
Identify
areas
of
wasteful use of time.
Don’t let yourself be
distracted
by
unimportant things and
casual friends dropping
by.
Don’t put off doing
important tasks. This is
called procrastination.

Effective time managers quickly realize that
they simply cannot do everything that is
available to them.
They have to be selective with their limited
amount of time and consciously choose to
spend it on what is most important to them.
One important principle to keep in mind is
that whenever you start a task, you are
automatically rejecting everything else you
could have done with that time.
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This is why it is so important for you to be
the one choosing, rather than just going with
the flow and allowing circumstances or
other people to choose for you.
Prioritizing means taking conscious control
of your choices and deciding to spend more
time on the projects and tasks that are
important and valuable, and less time on the
ones that are not as important or valuable.
This may sound obvious, but the fact is
that the vast majority of people don’t put
much thought on how they spend their
time.
They just flow through life doing whatever
grabs their attention next, or repeating the
same things day after day out of habit and
routine.
When prioritizing your projects and tasks
remember:
Consider the long-term benefits.
Important
tasks
often
have
significant long-term benefits, while
unimportant tasks have few, if any.
Consider the consequences of
inaction or delay. Ask yourself:
‘What would happen if this item is
never completed?’ If there are no
consequences for delaying, or not
completing a task, it is probably not
that important.
Remember
what
you
are
ultimately trying to accomplish.
Items that directly support your
overall objectives are more valuable
than "filler" tasks that do not.
Consider the task's return-oninvestment (ROI). Your tasks not
only have value and importance,
they also have costs in terms of your
time and energy investments. The
best way to take these costs into
account is to use the ROI to

determine if a task or project gives
you a good return.
Can you link it to your mission,
vision, or goals? Any task that
contributes to your long-term
mission and goals is bound to be
important in some way.
Do Not Be Overly Perfectionist or ‘Gold
Plate’
Perfectionism
and
gold-plating
(ie
providing unnecessary
extras) can waste a lot
of your time so they
must be avoided.
Know
when
extra
effort is justified.
The key is to realize
that in every project,
there is a point where
the work is more than good enough to meet
your objectives, and that this point varies
from project to project.
Beyond this point, you enter into an area of
diminishing returns, where it takes a lot of
extra work and effort to get just a small
improvement in value.
You are falling into perfectionism when you
keep working on a task long after the point
where any extra effort is adding meaningful
value.
Many of your projects and tasks don't need
to be perfect to satisfy your objectives, and
you almost never have to extract all the
possible value out of them. Is it worth it to
double the time it takes to complete a task
just to get a small 5-10% improvement?
For example, when you are writing an email
to your colleague, you will quickly reach a
point where it is good enough and any extra
work you put into editing or revising it will
not increase its effectiveness.
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When is the task of writing a marketing
report, or doing research for a project
completed?
How good, polished, or
thorough does it need to be before it can be
considered ‘done’?
To answer these questions, you need to be
clear on what it is that you are trying to
accomplish, because it can vary quite a bit
from one project to another.
Please don’t take this as an excuse to do
poor or sloppy work, which is almost always
counterproductive and in the long run ends
up costing you more time than you save.
Action Plan

Think of your effectiveness first; your
efficiency second.
Break a job into bite-sized pieces;
don't procrastinate because it can't
all be done at once.
Identify your time wasters
resolve to eliminate them.

and

Add times for relaxation
recreation into your schedule.

and

Identify and make use of your
personal biorhythms, or "up" time
and "down" time.
Save your sanity by realizing that it
is not possible to please 100% of the
people 100% of the time!
Telephone
Keep calls short; stand during call.
Start by announcing goals for the
call.

Time Management is essentially about
action. So, let’s now have a re look at some
of the principles of time management and
see how they can help us devise our own,
personal ‘action plan’ to manage or own
time more effectively.
There are no time management tools that
will work for everyone all of the time. Yet,
some of the following tips may help you in
your search for tools.
Remember:
Learn to say "no."
When feasible, delegate.
Don't let paperwork pile up.
Ask yourself, "What is my objective
or goal?"

Don't put your feet up.
Have something in view that you're
waiting to get to next.
Office Logistics
Make your office comfortable for
you, and optionally comfortable for
others.
Make sure everything is totally
functional. Try to have everything
easily in reach.
Scheduling Yourself and Learning to Say
‘No’
You don't find time for important
things, you make it.
Everything you do is an opportunity
cost.
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Learn to say "No" to request from
others wanting you to do their work.
Everyone has Good and Bad Times
Are you a morning or a night person?
Find your creative/thinking time. Defend
it ruthlessly, spend it alone, maybe at
home.
Find your dead time.
Schedule
meetings, phone calls, and mundane
stuff during it
Interruptions
12 five interruptions adds up to an
hour of lost time!
You must reduce frequency and
length of interruptions

What am I doing that could be done
more efficiently?
What do I do that wastes others'
time?
Procrastination
Don’t waste time by constantly
putting off decisions or important
jobs that need to be done. Do the
hardest and most important jobs
first. See if you can do the jobs first
that take the longest time to
complete, but which allow you to do
other jobs while waiting.
For
example, when cooking, first prepare
and start the items that will take the
longest time to cook. Don’t start with
the quickest cooking items!
Deadlines are important.
them.

Keep to

Cutting Things Short
To save long, time wasting
conversations, use phrases like:
"I'm in the middle of something
now...". Or start with "I only have 5
minutes" --- you can always extend
this time if you need to.
Stand
up,
stroll
to
door,
complement, thank, shake hands
and leave.
Keep a careful, but casual eye on
the clock on wall behind who you are
talking to, or on the watch on the
other person’s wrist (NOT your own
or they will think it rude).
Carefully Audit Your Time
What am I doing that doesn't really
need to be done?
What am I doing that could be done
by someone else?

Put your watch 5 minutes fast to
assist you to be on time.
Stop
using
stupid excuses
for being late
such as ‘the
traffic
was
bad’.
You
know the traffic is always bad in
Vietnam, so you should allow for this
in your time management plan.
Balancing Act
"Work expands so as to fill the time
available for its completion"
Parkinson's Law 1957
Don’t ‘fill in’ the time by doing
nothing. Do your work efficiently,
then move on to something
productive, even if it’s quality leisure
time.
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Comfort Zones
Identify why you aren't
enthusiastic
about
doing a particular task.
Is is because of:
Fear
of
embarrassment
.
Fear of failure?
Discover the problem, overcome it, and get
on with completing the task.

Keep good minutes: minutes are an
efficient way to keep track of
decisions made in a meeting.
Make sure everyone at the
meeting
knows
who
is
responsible for what and by
when.
Computers
"Computers are faster, but they
take longer". Sometimes it’s much
quicker to use a pre-printed pro
forma filled in by hand.

Delegation
Planning
No one is an island who can do
everything his or her self.
You can accomplish a lot more with
help. Remember the rule, if it can
be done to 80% of the level you
could do it, try to delegate the task.

Failing to plan is planning to fail.
Plan Each Day, Each Week, Each
Month.
You can always change your plan,
but only once you have one!

Grant authority with responsibility.
‘To Do’ Lists
Fix defined goals, deadlines, and
consequences when you delegate.
Treat your people well

Break things down into small steps.
Writing things down helps you give
them priorities.

People rise to the challenge: You
should delegate "until they complain"

Don’t try to remember all the details.

Give objectives, not procedures.
Tell the relative importance of this
task.

Keep the list in an easily accessible
place.

.

Meetings
The average executive can spend
40% of time of his or her time in
meetings.
Insist on agendas for meetings.
Try to make them a maximum of 1
hour at most.

Do the things you dislike most, and
things that need the biggest lead
times, first.
Paperwork
Clutter is the enemy
of time; it leads to
endless
paper
shuffling. Keep your
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desk clear: focus on one thing at a
time.
A good file system is essential.
Touch each piece of paper only
once.
Touch each piece of email once;
your inbox is not your TO DO list.
General Advice:
Vacations
Vacations should be vacations. Phone
callers should get two options:
If this can't wait, contact John Smith
at 555-1212, otherwise, please call
back June 1.

SECTION 4: STRUCTURE OF
COMMERCIAL AGREEMENTS
Commercial Agreements (contracts), are of
critical importance when doing business.
This Session is not to create ‘instant’ legal
experts, but to acquaint people with the
main requirements of contracts understood
in most international transactions.
The basis for the information supplied here
is British Common Law -Contract Law. This
legal system is the basis for most
international contracts.
As stated, this information is a very general
guide and introduction only and persons
receiving it are advised to seek competent
legal advice when entering into any
important contractual agreements.

This works for Email too!
Kill Your Television
Television will consume your time
and give you very little in return.
Eat, Sleep and Exercise
Above all else it you want to manage
your time effectively, it’s important to
look after your health and to
maintain your body in good working
order!
Never break a promise to do
something, or to be somewhere, but
re-negotiate them if need be.
If you haven't got time to do it right,
you don't have time to do it wrong,
so don’t do it at all.

Teaching Objective
In this Session you will cover the following:
The basics of the British common
law contract system.
The 6 necessary elements of an
agreement or contract.
Some remedies for breaches of the
elements of a contract
Student Knowledge

Recognize that most things are
pass/fail and don’t require a 100%
pass mark.

At the end of this module a student should
know:
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The basis of how the British law
system operates
What are the 6 necessary elements
of an agreement or contract
How to remedy breaches of any of
the 6 elements
Definition of a Contract
A valid contract is an agreement made
between two or more parties, whereby legal
rights and obligations are created that the
law will enforce.
Note: not all ‘agreements’ are contracts.
Some agreements do not have the 6
necessary elements that turn an agreement
into a contract that can be upheld by law.
British Common Law And Statue Law
Common Law. Common Law is law that
has been handed down through the Courts
of Law from one generation to another. It is
based on precedent, ie what happened in
similar cases previously.
Contract Law
derives from Common Law. Countries like
Australia, the US, Canada, Singapore,
Malaysia and many others that were once
ruled by the British, still use British Common
Law as the basis of their own Common Law
and Contract Law.
Statue Law. Statue Law is that law that is
handed down by the various elected
governments by Acts or Decrees. Statue
Law may override various parts of Common
Law. For example, under the Common Law
of Contract, it may
state that real estate
contracts do not have
to be in writing, only
evidenced in writing (ie
a record kept of what
transaction was made,
or previous related
documents, such as
letters
of
transfer,
kept). However, most
countries now have
Statue
Laws
that

override this Common Law and state that all
real estate contracts must now be in writing
in order to be valid.
Common Law and Equity Law
Equity Law overrides
Common Law.
It
allows ‘fairness’ and
commonsense to enter
into the law.
For
example,
take
a
situation where a man
owns a piece of vacant
land next to another
piece of vacant land.
One day he sees a
builder building a house on his land by
mistake instead of the other piece of vacant
land. He does nothing. When the house is
finished he says it’s his house because it is
on his land. Equity Law says he should
have taken ‘mitigating action’, ie, told the
builder he was building the house on the
wrong piece of land because this would
have been the ‘fair’ thing to have done.
Therefore the owner of the land might lose
his block of land to the builder rather than
the other way around.
If, on the other hand, the owner of the land
had been overseas and didn’t witness the
building, or hear about it, he would benefit
by the builder’s mistake.
Equity Law is more powerful than Common
Law.
Necessary Elements of a Contract
The 6 Necessary Elements
Under British Law of Contract, agreements
must have 6 necessary elements:
1. Must have the intention to create a
legal relationship.
2. Must have
acceptance.

a

clear

offer

and
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3. Consideration (payment) must be a
term (condition) of the contract.

Validity
A contract can be

4. Parties must have sound mental
capacity.
5. Must have the genuine legal consent
of the parties.
6. Must have a legal basis, ie the
contract can not involve and illegal
activity.
General Points about Contracts
Under the Common Law of Contract, only
formal contracts and certain other type of
contracts, such as marine insurance
contracts, need to be in writing, unless
Statue Law dictates otherwise, so always be
aware of this possibility. However, it is
always wise to put important and longer
term contracts in writing.
Contracts can be formed with persons
under the legal age of 18, but usually they
cannot be enforced. (A major exception is
when retail goods are sold to a minor.)
Types and Classes of Contract
2 Types of Contract
Contracts may be:
Formal.
Informal.
Classes of Contract
Contracts can also be classed as:
According to Validity.
According to Performance.
According to Formation.

Valid.
Void. ie no longer valid.
Voidable. ie can be made void by
one of the parties.
Unenforceable. ie valid, but made
unenforceable by a change that
makes the contract impossible to
complete.
Illegal. ie has no legal basis.
Classification According to Performance
This classification can be divided into:
Executed Contracts.
Where at
least one party has done what it
agreed to do.
Executory Contracts. Used where
obligations are still unperformed by
one or both sides.
Discharged.
Both parties have
completed performance.
Classification According to Formation
Divided into:
Express Contracts.
Where the
contract is expressed by words,
written or spoken.
Implied Contracts.
Where a
contract is reached by the acts or
conduct of the parties.
Quasi Contracts.
Where an
obligation is implied by law,
regardless of the agreement.
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Essential Element 1: Intention To Create
Legal Relations
It is necessary for the contracting parties to
really intend to enter into a legal
relationship.
For
example,
many
agreements of a domestic or social nature,
although they may involve the exchange of
money, may not be judged to be contracts
as the parties had no intention of any legal
intent when entering into the agreement.
Another issue that is important in deciding
the legal intent, is whether or not the
agreement was in a specific legal format.
For example, an agreement drawn up in the
form of Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) or a ‘Heads of Agreement’ would not
be enforceable as these formats to not lend
themselves to being legally binding even
though they may contain the 6 essential
elements of any normally legally binding
contract.
An MoU may be used between ad
Government and a non profit organisation
for example to lay out oh something would
be done, but not in a way so any party could
be penalised if things did not go right. A
Heads of Agreement would be used as a
working tool between two commercial
entities to progressively draft up a contract,
but would not becoming legally binding until
both parties were happy to sign the final
agreed contract format.

An intention to do a deal or enter into a
contract is not an offer. An offer must be
clearly stated to the other party or parties to
the contract.
Ie if you say “I intend to sell my car for $500’
this is not an offer.
An offer is ‘I will sell you my car for $500.’
Articles for general sale in a shop, even
those with prices on, are not offers, but
merely invitations to do business. This is
called an ‘Invitation to Treat’. The offer is
made when a customer selects a specific
item and then offers to buy it. The seller is
free to accept or not.
An offer must be clearly communicated to
the other party for it to be accepted as an
offer.
Rules of an Offer
An offer must be made direct to one
person or generally (as in a
newspaper advertisement).
The offer must be communicated to
the offeree.
All the terms of
the offer must be
may clear to the
offeree.
Revoking an Offer

However, remember that even oral
contracts that have no specific format can
be binding and have legal intent if the
actions of the contracting parties make it so.
Essential Element 2: The Offer and
Acceptance

An offer can be revoked
at any time before
acceptance, even if the
offerer has said it will
remain open for a certain
time.

The Offer

Lapsing of an Offer

An offer is a proposal by one party to one or
more other parties to enter into a legally
binding contract either written, oral or
implied by the actions of the parties.

An offer will lapse if:
Not accepted in time stated.
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If not accepted in a reasonable time
if no time given.
If a counter offer is made
On the death of either
party
before
acceptance.
On the loss of legal
capacity of either party
(eg bankruptcy or
insanity).
The Acceptance
An acceptance occurs when the party to
whom the offer is made accepts its terms.

The offerer has made it clear in the
offer that notification of acceptance
is not necessary
Where acceptance may be in
the form of an act by the offeree
(eg they do something like find a
lost wallet for an advertised
reward)
Where the ‘postal rule’ applies:
eg an offer made by post is
taken to be accepted (if the
acceptance is sent my post) as
soon as it is posted, even if it takes 3
days for the offerer to finally receive
it.

Rules of Acceptance

Essential Element 3: Consideration

The basic rules of Acceptance of an Offer
are:

Consideration is not necessarily money, but
anything of worth, value or benefit. It may
even be something you agree not to do that
is of value to the other party, such as agree
not to sue them if you have a good reason
to sue and have actually established your
case.

Acceptance can be made in the
manner indicated by the offerer,
either by word of mouth, writing or
conduct of the offeree.
Acceptance must be unconditional.
It can only be made by the party or
parties to whom the offer was made
(this may mean the public in general
in the case of a newspaper
advertisement).

The law does not judge if the value of the
consideration is worth the service or item it
obtains under a contract. For example, in
the past, a house could be sold for a
peppercorn in order to pass on the house to
a relative in order to
avoid taxation.

An acceptance cannot be revoked
without the consent of the offerer.

Not all contracts require
consideration, but most
do.

Communication of the acceptance
must be within the time stipulated by
the offerer, or within a reasonable
time if not stipulated.

Formal contracts under
seal (known as Deeds) do not require
consideration to be binding.

Usually,
the
acceptance
must
be
communicated to the offer, but not always
when:

Types of Formal Contracts
Formal Contracts: include
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doing under normal law or any other
existing contract.

Contracts of record. Usually these
take the form of a decision of a
Court of Law.
Contracts under seal. The seal makes
them binding (even though they don’t have
to be actually sealed, but only have it stated
in writing that they are sealed such as
occurs with a Deed that is stated to be
Signed, Sealed, and Delivered.
A Deed Poll is a Deed with only one party
usually used to change a person’s name.

Essential Element 4: Legal Capacity Of
The Contracting Parties
Basically, any person of sound mind and
any company or trust or recognised legal
entity can enter into a contract. Even a
person under 18 can enter into a contract,
but in this case, except in some situations,
such as when the person buys goods from a
shop, the contract cannot be upheld by law
if problems occurred.

Types of Simple Contracts
Simple Contacts are contacts that need:

Special
include:

categories

To be in writing.

Minors.

To be evidenced (ie the main points
noted) in writing.

Companies.

examined

here

Person of unsound
mind or under the
influence of alcohol
or drugs.

Can be made orally.
Can be by the implied or actual
executed conduct of the contracting
parties.

Married women.

Simple contracts must have some form of
consideration in order to be valid.

Bankrupts.
Minors

Rules for Consideration
It must not be unlawful.
Must be definite not vague such as a
promise.
Must be payable and not be past
consideration already made.

Usually this means someone under 18
years, but in the United States in some
States it could mean someone under 21.
Contracts involving minors are usually
classified as:
Valid – such as those for necessary
goods, such as buying food.

Must be possible.
It must move from the payer to
payee.
No consideration is counted if the
payer is not doing more than he is
already obliged to do or refrains from

Valid but Voidable – such as
buying shares in a company, buying
real estate, or getting married.
However, the minor is bound unless
he repudiates the contract very
shortly after reaching maturity.
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Void. – such as repayment for
money lent or for buying goods other
than necessities.
Note. Minors may still be liable for Torts (ie
Civil Law misdoings), Criminal Law
misdoings and misrepresentations.
Companies
Companies (or corporations as they are
often known), have a legal entity of their
own.
In many advanced countries,
company seals are no longer used and any
one Director or key authorised person, such
as a CEO, can commit the company to
contract.
Persons of Unsound Mind or Under the
Influence of Drugs or Alcohol
A contract made by a person of unsound
mind, even at a time of temporary lucidity, is
void.

minor technicalities do still exist, but none
that would affect general business
transactions.
Bankrupts
Bankrupts in general can enter into
contracts, but for contracts over $500 must
declare that they are a bankrupt. (This
varies from country to country and State to
State.)
Essential Element 5: Genuine Legal
Consent of Parties
Legal consent of the parties must be
genuine or the contract is void.
Factors that may void a contract (but not
always) under the ‘non genuine’ consent
are:
Mistake.
Misrepresentation

A contract made by a person of unsound
mind, but who becomes sound later on, and
a person who was under the influence, can
be repudiated only if those persons can
show that they were unaware what they
were doing at the time and the other party
knew they were of unsound mind or
intoxicated.
People of unsound mind and under the
influence are still bound to pay a reasonable
price for necessities acquired under
contract, such as food, clothing and shelter.
Married Women
Until the Nineteenth
Century in British
Common
Law,
married
women
were a special legal
category.
Now,
however, they are
much the same as
men and unmarried
women.
Certain

1. Fraudulent
2. Innocent
3. Negligent
Duress.
Undue Influence/
Harsh or Unconscionable Conduct
Mistake
Mistakes in law. These do not count as
mistakes in contract as everyone is
presumed to know the law.
Mistakes of quantity. These do not count
unless certain quantities were specifically
stated by mistake when forming the
contract.
Mistakes of Fact. Mistakes of fact may,
under some circumstances, render the
contract void and include:
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Common Mistake.
Both parties
make the same mistake. Only some
types of common mistake will void a
contract. Usually only mistakes that
relate to the non existence of certain
things render a contract void.
Mutual Mistake.
Where both
parties are mistaken and are at
cross purposes.
This does not
necessarily void the contract, but
may do so only in unusual
circumstances.

Remedies can include issuing a breach
notice, suing for damages or even
repudiating the contract altogether.
Whether innocent or otherwise, if a
misrepresentation becomes a term of a
contract (ie a condition or warranty),
remedies are by common law court decision
and no distinction is made as to how the
misrepresentation occurred as in the case
of a simple representation.
3.

Unilateral Mistake.
Where one
party is mistaken as to the terms of
the contract or to the identity of the
other party and this mistake is
known to the other party.
This
makes the contract void or voidable
by the disadvantaged party.

Exists when:
Where a false representation has been
made:
Knowingly.
Without belief in its truth.
Recklessly or without care if it is true
or false.

Misrepresentation
1.

Simple Representation
For

A simple representation
is not necessarily a term
of a contract. It may be
merely an inducement to
make enter into a
contract.
If
a
representation is not
true, in other words it
becomes a ‘misrepresentation’ for some
reason, the contract is not void, but may, in
some instances, be voidable by the
disadvantaged or ‘injured’ party.
The
voidability
would
depend
if
the
misrepresentation was innocently, or
otherwise, made.
2.

Fraudulent Misrepresentation

Representations that are a part of
the contract

If the representation is a statement in the
contract, it becomes a term and therefore
goes to the ‘root’ of the contract. This
means the remedy must be via the contract
law that relates to a contract once it has
been legally formed.

an
action
of
fraudulent
misrepresentation to succeed there must
be 6 elements established:
Representation must be one of
fact
Representation must be untrue
Party making the representation
must know it’s untrue
Party making the representation
must want the other party to act on it
The representation must be acted
upon
The party acting upon it must have
suffered damage

4. Innocent Misrepresentation
This is an innocent statement of incorrect
fact without the intention to mislead and
without knowing the statement was untrue.
Depending on circumstances, the court may
allow, in very limited circumstances, the
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contract to be void. Usually it does not
award
damages
for
innocent
misrepresentation. Sometimes it allows for
the contract to be ended and the parties to
be restored to their previous positions.
5. Negligent Misrepresentation
Sometimes a party enters into a contract on
the basis of negligent advice or information
given by a third party who business it is to
give such advice eg someone like a real
estate agent, accountant or solicitor.
A court holds that damages may be
recovered from the professional advisors to
restore a person to the position he was in
prior to receiving the negligent advice.
(Professional advisors usually always take
out ‘Professional Indemnity’ insurance to
guard against the ever existing threat of
being sued over what a client may believe
to have been bad advice.)
Duress
Duress is actual or
threatened violence or
imprisonment by one party
against another to obtain
better contract terms.
The remedy is that the
injured person can render
the contract voidable, but
must
act
within
a
reasonable time of the
duress occurring.

within a reasonable time of the undue
influence occurring.
Harsh or Unconscionable Behaviour
The inappropriate behaviour of one party
towards another. This occurs where the
bargaining power of one party is well in
excess of the others and as a result very
harsh terms are imposed on the weaker
party.
The remedy is that the injured person can
render the contract voidable, but must act
within a reasonable time of the harsh and
unconscionable behaviour occurring.
Law of Equity
In British Common Law there is the Law of
Contract and the Law of Equity (fairness).
The latter takes precedence.
All of previous voidable actions are made
possible by the Law of Equity (or ‘fairness’)
being stronger than the Common Law of
Contract and therefore being able to
‘override’ unfairness’ in any contract terms.
For example, if someone has a vacant
block of land next to another vacant block
and one day he drives past and sees a
builder mistakenly building a new house on
his block by mistake he must take
immediate remedial action to remedy the
situation. If he does not, he risks losing his
block of land to the owner of the house
because he acted ‘unfairly’.
Essential Element 6: Contract Must Be
Legal In Its Intent

Undue Influence of One Party Over
Another
The improper use of the ascendancy of one
person over another for the benefit of the
ascendant person. This may happen with
solicitors and their clients, doctors with their
patients, guardians and children.
The remedy is that the injured person can
render the contract voidable, but must act

An illegal contract is void. For example, a
contract taken out by a gangster to hire a
person to do injury to another person is an
illegal contract.
Other examples are contracts entered into
to restrain trade, or to promote corruption or
immorality.
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Contracts of employment would be illegal if
they tried to restrain an employee from
earning a living in his trade or skill after he
left the employment of his employer.
Restrictive clauses in employment contracts
can therefore only refer to a past employee
not giving away the trade secrets of the past
employer.
SECTION 5: INTERPRETATION AND
OPERATION OF COMMERCIAL
AGREEMENTS

Terms of a Contract
A contract may have:
Express Terms
Implied Terms
Exemption or exclusion clause
Express Terms
1. Oral Contracts

This information is a very general guide and
introduction only and persons receiving it
are advised to seek competent legal advice
when entering into any contractual
agreements.

With oral contracts, the courts have to try to
determine the meaning of the words actually
used.

Teaching Objective

The interpretation of the writing is the main
task of the court. The general rule for the
interpretation of written contracts is that
parol (oral) rule of evidence applies, ie what
was said cannot vary what was written.

2. Written Contracts

The 5 Exceptions to the Parol (Oral) Rule
1. Parol evidence may be given to
explain a trade custom or local
usage applicable to the contract.
In this module you will cover the following:
Terms of contracts
Operation of contracts
Discharge of contracts
Remedies of breaches of contracts
Standard headings used in contracts
Knowledge
At the end of this module a student should
know:
The basic terms of contracts
How contracts operate
How contracts are discharged
What to do if contracts are breached
What best to use contracts in
Vietnam
How to format a standard contract

2. Parol evidence may be given about
the subject matter of the contract or
about the identity of the parties.
3. Parol evidence may be given that
the written agreement entered into
was subject to an oral condition that
had not been fulfilled.
4. An oral agreement relating to the
same subject and not inconsistent
with the writing may be proved –eg,
a person asking if a house had white
ants was told it hadn’t. He then
signed another agreement to buy the
house. Later he found the house did
have white ants. The courts allowed
him to receive damages to pay his
expenses of repairing the house
because he entered the written
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contract on the basis of a special,
related oral statement.
5. When the written document was not
intended to hold all the detailed
terms agreed to.
The
Difference
Between
‘Representations’ and the Actual ‘Terms’
of a Contract
Not all statements made leading up to a
contract become its final terms. Some are
mere ‘representations’. As long as they are
not ‘misrepresentations’ no action can be
taken about representations under Contract
Law in event of later problems.
Other statements that actually become
‘terms’ can be legally upheld by a court.
Collateral Contracts and the Parol (Oral)
Rule
An oral statement is not usually allowed in
the interpretation of a written contract as
oral terms are not found in written contracts.
However, if an oral term
was intended to have an
effect
on
a
written
contract, the courts will
see it as a ‘collateral
contract’ to the main
contract and judge it
accordingly,
sometimes
awarding damages if it is breached. eg a
landlord told a tenant that the drains of a
property were fixed.
The tenant then
entered a lease that did not mention the
drains which were, in fact, not fixed. The
courts allowed the oral statement as a
collateral contract to the written lease
contract and awarded damages to the
tenant.
Conditions and Warranties of a Contract
Most contracts have both ‘Conditions’ and
‘Warranties’. Both are very generally and
commonly called ‘terms of a contract.

A ‘Condition’ is a major term that goes to
the ‘heart’ of the contract. A breech of a
Condition will be subject to a ‘breech notice’
and may bring the contract to an end. This
could result in one party having to pay
damages.
A ‘Warranty’ is a minor term that may lead
to a ‘breech notice’ being served, but it is
not usually a matter that would cause the
contract to fail.
Implied Terms
In addition to Express Terms, contracts may
have terms implied by:
The Courts
Custom or trade usage
Statue law
Terms Implied by the Court
These may be implied by a Court when
interpreting a contract to give it a proper
business meaning if the original drafting is
not good.
Terms Implied by Custom or Trade
Usage
Where the contract is drafted against a
background of a particular trade, terms may
be implied. For example, an implied term of
all agency contracts is that the agent must
always work in the best interests of his
principal.
Terms Implied by Statue
These are often found in the sale of goods
contracts, where the ‘Sale of Goods’
statutory Act says that for goods to be sold
the title must be genuine and the quality of
the goods as they are represented to be by
the seller.
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Exemption Clauses in Contracts
An exemption clause of a contract is one
that limits, or excludes altogether, a liability
against one or other of the parties.
Exemption clauses are often found in
insurance contracts.
Exemption clauses must be brought to the
attention of the other party prior to their
signing the contract.
Operation Of The Contract
The operation of the contract encompasses
the rights and liabilities of the contracting
parties.

An Assigner is the one who receives
them
Assignment of Liabilities
Before assignment can occur, the Assigner
must obtain the approval of the other party
to the contract and the Assignee. There are
only rare exceptions to this rule.
Although liabilities cannot be assigned
without permission, there is no rule against
delegation. Thus many builders who hold a
‘Head’ or ‘Main’ contract will sub contract
certain parts of that to other skilled trades
such as plumbers or electricians. However,
the ‘Head’ contractor always retains the
liability for the overall work.

Privity of Contract
Assignment of Rights
This means that only those who are a
signing party to the contract:
Acquire rights under it.
Incur liabilities under it. (Although
third party professional advisors can
be sued for negligent advice by one
or other of the parties if the advice
was wrong and it can be shown that
that advice caused them damage
under the contract.)
However, a person who
induces another to commit a
breach of contract can be
made liable under a civil action
(Tort) rather than under the
actual Contract Law.
Assignment of Contracts
In some cases, a person can
assign all or just some of his
contractural rights and liabilities
to another legal entity.

This may occur when a debt collecting
company buys the bad debts of companies
at a very cheap price (say 5c in the $1) in
the hope that they can eventually collect the
debt.
Assignment of rights may also occur when
someone dies and his rights under a
contract are assigned by law to his
beneficiaries.
In another situation, the estate of a
bankrupt person may be assigned to the
official trustee to sell and distribute to
various creditors.
Non Assignable Contracts
These are contracts of a personal nature
where one party has a certain skill and
probably only they could carry out the
contracted task. A contract between an
author and a publisher is not assignable
by the author for example.
Discharge Of A Contract

An Assigner is the one who assigns
the rights and liabilities

A contract may be discharged (terminated
or ended) by:
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payment.

Performance
Agreement between the parties
Operation of law
Frustration
Breach

Where large sums of money are to be sent,
or if it is to sent over a long distance the
Court would imply that it should be sent by
cheque and the debtor is expected to have
a duty not to send legal tender.

Performance
Performance is the usual
discharge. It can be by:

method

of

Actual performance
1. By other
money.

than

payment

of

(ie

This is where one party tries to perform in
the contract, but is prevented from doing so
by the other. This is a rare situation not
covered herein.
Agreement Between the Parties

2. By payment of money.
By
Tender
performance)

Tender (attempted performance of a
contract)

attempted

The parties may agree to:
Terminate the contract by:

Actual Performance

Mutual discharge or release
Vary the contract

1. Other than Payment of Money. This
is when parties fulfil their obligations
by actually doing or not doing
something. Performance must be
strictly in accord with the terms of
the contract.

Cancellation or Termination of the
Original Contract by Mutual Agreement
or Release

2. By payment of Money. Payment
must be strictly according to the
terms of the contract. It may be by:

Both parties agree to cancel the original
contract.

a. Absolute: ie by Legal Tender.
b. Conditional: ie by means of non
legal tender such as a bill of
exchange or cheque.
Note: Payment by
post. If a creditor
expressly requests a
debtor
to
send
payment by post, in
actually posting the
letter the debtor is
deemed to have
paid, regardless of
whether or not the
creditor receives the

Mutual Discharge

Release
When one party has not completed it’s
obligations but it released from the contract
by the other party.
Variation of the Contract
By Substituted Agreement
A new contract replaces the existing one.
Accord and Satisfaction
Where a contract is cancelled by agreement
to release when some new consideration is
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given. This can be a very dangerous
situation when some lawyers try to use it to
end their clients’ obligations to a contract.
Provisions for Discharge
This occurs when a contract has terms that
will automatically allow for its discharge if
they are met.

Two situations to consider:
1. One party repudiates the whole
contract by act or deed
2. One party breaks a term of the
contract
Repudiation

Operations Of Law
A contract may be terminated by the law.

Renunciation
Before
Performance

Bankruptcy
If a party becomes bankrupt, he is released
from a contract.
Material Alteration
If a material alteration is made to the
contract by a party or anyone who acts for
the benefit of that party, then that party who
made the alteration cannot claim any action
or rights under that contract.
Merger
When a simple contract is replaced by a
Deed (formal contract), the simple contract
(or lesser contract) is discharged and its
terms governed by the Deed.

Where a contract is
entirely unperformed on
both sides and one party
renounces
entirely
(repudiates), then the
other
party
can
immediately sue for damages.
known as an anticipatory breach.

This is

Renunciation During Performance
Where there has been some performance
and one party repudiates, the other party
can treat the contract as no longer binding
and sue for breach.
Remedies For Breach Of Contract
This section includes

Frustration
After a contract has been made, an
unforeseen event may take place that
makes it impossible for one or other of the
parties to fulfil its obligations.
If the
unforeseen situation makes the new
situation impossible, illegal, or radically
different, then the law allows a party so
affected to be discharged from its
obligations.
Breach of Contract
A breach of contract by one party may
entitle the other to be discharged.

Where the breach discharges the
contract
Where the breach does not
discharge the contract
The remedy of damages
Penalties and liquidated damages
Loss of rights for breach of contract
Where the
Contract

Breach

Discharges

the

Some breaches free the party not in default
from having to perform any obligations.
Party not at fault may:
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1. Keep contract going
2. Rescind
Refuse to perform.
Resist any action brought by the
defaulting party.
Recover any money paid if he can
show total failure of consideration.
Take action for damages against the
defaulting party.
Take action equal to the value of the
labour performed or good supplied
(called ‘suing on a quantum merit’)
Quantum Merit
This happens when one party is ‘injured’ by
a breach after having already partly
performed its obligations. The action occurs
not under the original
contact, which may
have been discharged
by a breach, but
under an obligation of
law that says party
must pay for the
goods or services it
has received.
Where the Breach Does Not Discharge
the Contract

gained
if
proceeded).

the

contract

had

Sue for specific performance (only
allowed where damages not an
adequate remedy).
Obtain an injunction (a blocking, or
restraining order). For instance, a
party may be blocked from infringing
upon a restrictive covenant on land
that prevents the construction of a
building over a certain height.
The Remedy Of Damages
Damages are usually of 3 kinds:
1. Ordinary.
2. Nominal.
3. Exemplary or Punitive.
Ordinary or ‘Real’ Damages
These are by far the most important and are
usually equal to, and strictly limited to,
the amount of loss actually incurred as a
result of the breach.
Nominal Damages
A small amount (eg $1) is awarded to
someone who has not suffered any loss
but has been affected by the
infringement of a legal right.
Exemplary or Punitive Damages

Where the breach is not sufficient to
end the contract.

Not only awarded as a means of
compensation, but to punish the party in
default.

Where the breach is serious, but the
innocent party does not want to
repudiate the contract.

Penalties and Liquidated Damages

In such a case, the innocent party may:
Sue for damages (damages can
only be of the magnitude to provide
what the innocent party would have

Normally, damages are ‘unliquidated’, that
is, no amount is mentioned in the contract
and the matter is left to the court to
determine. If an amount is mentioned to be
paid in even of breach, then the damages
are said to be ‘liquidated’.
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Rule for Liquidated Damages
If an amount is a genuine
pre-estimate of damages
for any loss sustained if a
loss occurs, then those
damages have to be paid
whether or not the sum of
the loss is greater or less
than
the
estimate.
However, if the court finds
that the liquidated sum is a
penalty to deter breach, and a breach
occurs, only the actual loss sustained by the
breach can be recovered and not the whole
of the punitively stated liquidated damages.
Loss of Rights for Breach of Contract
Rights arising from a breach of contract may
be discharged by:
Release.
Accord and Satisfaction.
Judgement.
Lapse of time. Normally a contact
cannot be discharged by the
passage of time unless a clause in
the contract allows it to be so.
Statue of Limitations
This limits the time that legal proceedings
can be enforced under a contract. For
simple contracts this is, in many countries, 6
years, but note that this time frame varies in
some countries and can be as short as 2
years, as in Vietnam.
Foreign Contracts
These can be difficult for courts to interpret.
In general. the ‘proper law’ used is what the
courts would interpret was the law the
parties of the contract intended to apply
(usually the law of the place where the
contract was made – but this may be altered
if the performance was to be in another
country for example). That is why it is
always best to insert which is the governing

law at the outset. Further jurisdiction can
become a big issue and many courts refrain
from trying to determine judgement if a
contract is signed in another country. An
exception to this may be if the contract is
entirely executed in the country where
judgement is called for. For example, if a
labour contract was signed in Hong Kong,
but entirely carried out in Vietnam, the
Vietnamese statue Labour Code would
prevail over the terms of the common law
contract signed in Hong Kong.
Contract Mechanisms
An example of a mechanism commonly
used to protect a contract position by an
exporter is a demand from the buyer of an
irrevocable Letter of Credit (LC) from a
recognised reliable bank. In the early days
of Vietnam joining the international business
community importers from Vietnam used
irrevocable LCs based on the Vietcomm
Bank which were not honoured by that
bank. This caused a lot of bad faith towards
Vietnam by the international business
community and set back Vietnam’s
commercial reputation many years.
Other contract mechanisms to limit risk and
avoid expensive or impossible legal action
may include:
Not transferring the title to goods
until all payments are made.
Getting paid in full prior to shipment.
Shipping partial amounts of product
from partial payments.
Getting paid for services weekly or
monthly instead of at the completion
of the service (if it’s a long time).
Getting a large deposit for goods
and services in advance.
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Getting a bank guarantee from a
party to the agreement to guarantee
performance.

A letter of Intent
A Heads of Agreement.

Try to use the local law and local
courts as the overall legal forum by
writing this into the contract when it
is drafted in case the contract does
have to go to court.
Company Stamps
In
most
Western
countries,
company
stamps are no longer
used in common law
contracts
and
the
contracts can be signed
by any one person who
is an office holder of the
company, such as a
Director, and perhaps
even
a
Company
Secretary
or
Chief
Accountant. The company, not the other
party to the contract, is responsible for who
takes it upon themselves to sign on behalf
of the company.
In Vietnam, however, many people still think
that the tax stamp is still necessary to bind a
contract and only a Director can commit the
company to contract. This is incorrect. The
contract is binding only if signed by the
Legal Representative or his or her
authorized representative. The tax stamp is
only necessary on the ‘red invoices’ (a
system used only in Vietnam.)
Layout of a Contract
Many contracts are preceded by certain
documents that allow for the drafting up of
the terms during the negotiations stage
while still making it quite clear that
negotiations are still underway and the
document is not intended to be a binding
legal agreement.
The main types of negotiating documents
that lay out terms are:

A Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU)
Letter of Intent
This a letter from one party, the proposed
user of a service or the proposed buyer of
goods, to another party. In the Letter of
Intent, the proposed user or provider
outlines his or her intention to use or
provide the goods or service at a certain
future time if certain conditions and
warranties can be included in an agreement
with the other party.
Heads of Agreement
The Heads of Agreement is a document that
is in the actual form of the proposed
agreement in all things other than the name,
which is what guarantees the negotiation
rather than ‘legal intent’ status of the
document.
Memorandum of Understanding
This lays out all the terms of what the
parties agree to, but it is not intended to be
legally binding.
Format of a Contract
The longer a contract is, the easier it is for
some lawyer to try to pick holes in it if
disputes occur. It is always better to try to
keep contracts short and to the point using
clear
language
and
short,
easily
understandable phrases. Long legalistic
phrases and the use of Latin terminology,
loved by some lawyers to confuse their own
clients as a means of blowing up the gravity
of the contract and thus extracting a bigger
fee, is thankfully, less common these days.
Most contracts have the following sections:
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Heading.

Which documents comprise the
basic, formal, monthly accounts of a
business.

Definition of terms section.
Details of the contracting parties.
‘Whereas’ clauses to outline the
nature of the contract and the basic
intent of the parties.
Conditions and Warranties Section,
including:

Which documents comprise the
informal financial management tools.
The components of the financial
management tools and how they are
used by management to control
financial decision-making
Knowledge

1. Obligations
parties.

of

the

contracting
At the end of this session you will be able
to:

2. Details of the goods or services
being supplied.

Name the basic, formal account
documents of average businesses.

3. Details of timings.
4. Details of the consideration being
paid.

Name
the
basic
financial
management tools available to
management.

5. Details of
resolution.

Know how to compile and ‘work’
Debtors’ and Creditors’ Lists.

breech

and

dispute

6. Details of legal jurisdiction.
7. Signature blocks of the contracting
parties

Know how to understand
compile a Budget.

and

Know how to understand
compile a Cash Flow sheet.

and

Date
Financial Documents
SECTION 6: USING FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT TOOLS
This module aims acquaint non accounts
staff with the basic monthly accounting
documents.
It focuses on financial
management tools such as Debtors’ and
Creditors’ Lists, Budgets and, in particular,
Cash Flows and explains their use and how
to compile and use these tools.
Teaching Objective
In this Session, you will learn the following:

We can divide financial documents into two
broad groups:
Those found in general, formal,
monthly accounting records, which
are mainly for historical and record
purposes.
Those informal financial documents
used as financial management tools
by decision makers in a business.
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General Accounts
These are formal accounting records that
the qualified accounts staff produce each
month for:
Historical and record purposes.
To provide a basis estimating the
financial position of the company as
it has already occurred.

needs purely by providing the actual figures
required
by
the
various
financial
spreadsheets designed by management to
suit their financial data information needs.
The most common and helpful financial
management tools include:
Debtors’ List.
Creditors’ List.
Budget.
Cash Flow. (All important.)

For tax purposes.
General Accounts
To provide financial data for the
purposes of product costings, and
defining
fixed
and
variable
operations costs.
The most important of the accounting
records that immediately impact on
management are:
Profit and Loss account
(P&L).
Depreciation Schedule.

As they don’t concern us directly as non
accounting staff, we will have only a brief
look at the main items of the general
accounts in order to clarify their use and to
see just how they look.
There is nothing at all difficult or magical
about the general monthly accounts and
every manager should make him or
herself perfectly comfortable with reading
and understanding the format of the
general accounts and with what
information they contain.

Balance Sheet.
1. Profit and Loss Account (P&L)
It is important that management check
these general accounts are produced
monthly by the end of the first week of the
new month at the latest. If this is not done,
it will be very difficult for the accounts staff
to produce accurate data for the financial
management tools, which must be supplied
weekly or even daily in some cases to
management.
Financial Management Tools
These are tools that should be at the
fingertips of senior managers. They allow
managers to have a day-to-day grasp of the
precise financial position of the company.
These tools should be designed and
controlled by senior management, with the
accounts staff responding to management

Let’s have a quick look at an example P&L
account.
The P&L shows us the income and
expenses of the company only. Income
made, less the cost of stock, gives us the
Gross Profit. Then we take away the other
expenses to leave us with the Net Profit.
Note that items of plant and equipment/
fixtures and fitting are depreciated each
year according to certain allowed formulas
as an expense to reduce the income (this
can be important for tax purposes for
companies, especially for big manufacturing
companies that have a lot of plant and
equipment to claim as depreciated items).
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Because of this ‘artificial’ tax depreciation
allowance, P&L accounts to not always give
the ‘true’ or actual ‘cash’ profit position of
the company, especially if the company has
big depreciation deductions.
Also, the
expenses may reflect big ‘once only’
expenses, such as occurs when buying a
new truck, or other capital item of
equipment. Such a purchase can make a
big ‘dent’ in the net profit
figure, but, in reality, the
company has gained a
substantial asset which, in
turn, is only recorded under
the tangible assets section of
the Balance Sheet.
Therefore, when valuing a
business and estimating the
true or ‘Adjusted Net Profit’ of
a business, certain ‘once only’ expenses,
particularly those that are incurred to
increase the asset value of the company,
need to be ‘added back’.
However, estimating the ‘Adjusted Net
Profit’ of a business is not our concern in
this module, for now it is just sufficient to
remember, that a monthly P&L account
does not always reflect the true profit or loss
of a business. It is more just a record of
what has been earned and what has been
spent in any particular month, or year, if it’s
the annual P&L report. That’s precisely why
management needs its own, special
financial management tools, such as a Cash
Flow sheet, to tell it just how the business
stands from day-to-day.
2. The Depreciation Schedule
This is a list of all the fixtures
and fittings and plant and
equipment owned by the
company. These, together with
any other ‘concrete’ assets,
such as buildings and cash at
the bank, are called the
‘tangible assets’ of a company.
Tangible
assets
include
computer hardware and software.

‘Intangible’ assets of a company are also
important and may include goodwill and
various items of intellectual property. Both
tangible and intangible assets can be
depreciated according to various scales and
formulae allowed by the Government
taxation office and both appear on the
Depreciation Schedule.
Once again, the total value of
items on a Depreciation
Schedule may not at all
represent the true value, or
useful life, of the items shown.
The Depreciation Schedule will
only show the depreciated
value of the items it lists. For
example, after 5 years, a
vehicle may be shown with a
zero value but, in fact, the vehicle may still
be in use, and may still have a very good
residual market value. The same would go
for items like desks, filing cabinets and even
computers and software.
Software, for
instance, is usually depreciated at 100%
rate over the first year, and computer
hardware over just two years.
Plant and equipment / fixtures and fittings
can, in fact, have many different values,
depending on the reason they are being
assessed. For example, they may have the
following values:
Book or historical cost value.
This reflects the original cost.
Despite the artificial depreciated
value for purely tax purposes, the
real second hand value of the item
at the present time
could even be above
the original purchase
price. This can happen
in cases where prices
of new items have risen
dramatically, or where
there is a shortage of
new items, or where a
certain older item is still superior to
new items coming onto the market,
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which may be being produced at a
lower quality.
‘In Situ Value’. This is where a
second hand item may be of high
value due to the fact that it is already
installed and doing the job. This ‘in
situ’ value could be quite high
especially if the business is in a
remote location, the new plant would
have to come from an expensive
overseas market, new plant may be
difficult to install, or new installation
could cause long and costly delays
to production. The ‘in situ’ value is
the highest value plant and
equipment can have.
Auction Value. This is where items
may be worth a lot less than would
be the usually case on the open
market because they are having to
be ‘fire sold’ at auction due to the
closure of the business.
Replacement Value. This is the
value it would actually cost to
replace plant and equipment at
today’s costs. This is often the value
used by insurance assessors.
Agreed Value. This is a value
arbitrarily agreed by buyer and seller
in an overall deal that may involve
the sale of the entire business. The
agreed value may not reflect the true
value of the plant and equipment,
but it is, nevertheless, the value
agreed between buyer and seller for
taxation purposes or stamp duty
purposes.
Once again, agreed
value is also used extensively in the

insurance industry.
Transit Value. This is a value put
on plant and equipment in transit for
insurance purposes only.
The main importance the Depreciation
Schedule
has
for
actual
practical
management use is that it shows the
precise list of assets held by the company at
any particular point in time.
3. The Balance Sheet
The Balance Sheet is of little use to
management on a day-to-day basis.
However, it is a vital accounts document as
it shows the 5 items of accounting that
applies to all companies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Assets
Liabilities
Expenses
Income
Proprietorship

It shows these to be in ‘balance’ according
to the classic accounting equation:
AcE = LIP
Assets + (costs) Expenses = Liabilities +
Income + Proprietorship
According to double entry bookkeeping
(which we will not go into here), this
equation allows accountants to keep an
accurate financial record of the business.
The Balance Sheet shows this record at the
particular period of time it is produced.
Importantly, the Balance Sheet, by showing
liabilities, also indicates any outstanding
creditors and loan amounts owed by the
business that are not shown in the P&L
account, which does not show assets or
liabilities, only income (accrued or actual),
or expenses (accrued or actual).
It shows, via the Proprietor section, how
much money has been injected by
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shareholders. It also shows how much
outstanding debtors owe to the company
under the assets section.
The Balance Sheet, then, while an
important accounting document, does not
play any major part in the day-to-day
financial management of the company.
Financial Management Tools
Let’s now have a close look
at the tools that are vital for
non-accounts
senior
management staff to master.
The
first
3
financial
management tools, that is,
the
Debtors’
List,
the
Creditors’ List and the
Budget,
all
provide
information that is used in the ultimate
financial management tool: the Cash Flow
sheet.

pay by the due date, it is vital that
management gets the accounts staff to call
them immediately to ask for payment.
Phone calls should be accompanied by a
letter.
If the debtor still doesn’t pay, management
has to call the outstanding debtors
themselves and maybe even pay a direct
visit to collect the money.
If some debtors suspect that the
business is slack in claiming its
payments, they will be inclined to
hold off paying for a long time or
even forever, if they think they
can get away with it.
‘Working’ the Debtors’ List is
therefore an important function of
the business and this is an
overall management, not just an accounts
staff, responsibility.
2. Creditors’ List

1. Debtors’ List
The Debtors’ List is an easy to interpret and
important financial management tool. It is
simply a list of people or companies that
owe money to the business. It tells how
much they owe and when they are due to
pay.

The Creditors’ List is the opposite of the
Debtors’ List. It is a list of all those people
and companies that the business owes
money to. The list will state the amount of
money owed and when it must be paid.
Once again the credit terms vary from 7
through to 360 days.

It is very important for managers to obtain
this list daily. It is up to management to
closely study the Debtors’ List to ensure that
the debtors are not ‘blowing out’, that is, not
pushing out the time frame in which they are
meant to pay. If they do this, it means the
business has to have more working capital
to keep running and the debtors are, in fact,
using the working capital of the business as
an indirect way of financing and cash
flowing their own businesses.

It’s important for management to closely
study this list because, like the Debtors’ List,
the information it contains will be vital when
management complies the daily Cash Flow
sheet.

Debtors may be on 7, 14, 30 or 60 day
credit terms. It is unusual for the terms to
be longer, but in exceptional circumstances,
the credit terms may even be 90 to 180 or
even a huge 360 days. If they debtors don’t

The Budget is a financial management tool,
but one used more for longer term planning
purposes, rather than as a daily working
financial management tool, like the Cash

3. Budget
Many managers wrongly confuse the
Budget with the Cash Flow. This is a big
mistake to make.
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Flow, which is easily the most important
financial document for the business.

business on a monthly,
sometimes even a daily basis.

The Budget is a projection of the income,
expenses and liabilities the company will
face over one or more financial years.

A Budget works on a monthly basis with the
predicted columns of income, expenses and
liability
payments
being
replaced,
historically, every time a month passes with
‘actual’ figures so management
can keep a record of how the
company is going compared to
the originally predicted Budget
and react to the changes if
necessary.

For mid to larger sized
companies,
each
department
should
prepare its own individual
budget. Individual budgets
are more accurate and a
lot of time an errors can be
avoided if departments
work on preparing their
own budgets. However,
when the individual budgets are integrated
into the single main business Budget, senior
management
may
cause
individual
departments to have to rework certain
sections of their budgets.
By individual budgets being prepared and
then integrated into a single main Budget, it
is easier for management to amend and
control the overall Budget. Importantly, it is
also much easier, later on, to each month,
lift figures from the Budget into the predicted
expenses and liabilities section of the Cash
Flow sheet and work with and adjust those
figures at departmental level.
The Budget shows predicted monies to
come into a business, and what is predicted
to be spent or ‘go out’ from a business,
during each individual month of the financial
year. However, a Budget is not a Cash
Flow as it doesn’t have the essential detail a
Cash Flow has and it is based purely on
predicted income, expenses and liability
payments,
whereas a Cash
Flow works on
both predicted
moneys
and
actual moneys
and controls the
actual detailed
management of
the cash of a

weekly

or

Having
import
business
information and not reacting to it
when necessary is one of the
worst sins that management can commit.
If a Budget is proving very inaccurate, do
not try to keep to that Budget. It should be
scrapped and a replaced with a totally new,
and more accurate, document to bring a
sense of reality back to the business.
Either that, or the business has to be
radically changed if it hopes to meet the
targets set out in the original annual Budget.
To simply do nothing and just ‘hope for the
best’ as some poor managers do, is to have
a high risk of failure in the business.
Cash Flow
The Cash Flow is easily the most important
of all the accounts documents, out of both
the general and financial management
tools.
The Cash Flow sheet should be delivered to
management by the accounts staff daily and
should be the first document studied when
senior management arrive at work in the
morning.
For
some
strange
reason,
many
professional accounting staff fail to grasp
the full importance of the Cash Flow sheet.
Perhaps it is because the Cash Flow sheet
requires a certain amount of what could be
called ‘virtual accounting’, that is planning
for events that have not yet occurred,
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whereas accounts staff tend to prefer to
deal with what they see as ‘hard’ historical
proven figures.
This is why it is important that management
operates and ‘drives’ the Cash Flow sheet
and insists that the accounts staff provide it
with a copy of the Cash Flow sheet by 9am
each morning at the latest.
Though easily the most important financial
management tool, the Cash Flow sheet. is
still only an ‘informal’ financial document. It
follows no fixed accounting format or
conventions.
Depending
on
the size and
sophistication of
the business, the
Cash Flow sheet
can take various
forms.
Again,
importantly, it’s a
function
and
responsibility of
management to design and approve the
final format of the Cash Flow sheet as it is
to be management’s own personal financial
management tool that will allow them to run
their business.
Sometimes the Cash Flow sheet is just one
single page. For larger companies, it may
take many pages, capped off with a final
summary page.
The sort of information that goes into a
Cash Flow sheet includes the following
items:
Predicted amount of income due in,
from where it is due, and when it is
due.
Actual amount of income that has
been received, and where it has
come from.

Predicted amount of expenses and
liabilities, where they have to go,
and when
Actual amount of expenses and
liabilities paid, and where they have
gone.
Amount of monies that need to be
put, or which already have been put,
into ‘virtual’ payment allotments.
Monies put into the business reserve
allotments.
Current bank account balance.
Now, let’s have a closer look at each one of
these items.
Predicted Income
At the start of the month, the Cash Flow
sheet is filled out with the predicted income
due in for the month. The figures come
from historical knowledge of what the
business usually earns for that particular
month. It is also based on knowledge of any
sales deals, contract, or client payments,
which are due in for that month. These may
come from the Debtors’ List.
The time the payments are due is also
carefully monitored to ensure they will, in
fact, come in for that month. That’s why it is
so important for management to closely
monitor the Debtor’s List and ‘work’ it hard
to get people or companies to pay up if
payments look like not coming in on time.
Actual Amount of Income Received
The accounts staff will replace predicted
figures with the real figures as the month
progresses and as the month flows in –
hopefully. Therefore the Cash Flow gets
more and more accurate as the month
progresses. If the money is not flowing in,
management must react to the situation
immediately. This is the whole reason why
a Cash Flow is updated on a very regular,
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even daily, basis, and why management
must study it the first thing every day.

Moneys Allocated to ‘Virtual’ Payment
Allotments

Study and reaction to what the Cash Flow
tells management is probably the most
important thing management does in any
average day at the business.

This is the ‘virtual accounting’ done in a
Cash Flow as already mentioned. But this
means, monies are put away progressively
in the Cash Flow for a big payment due,
say, in 3 months time, as though they have
already been spent. This prevents the
business from suffering a ‘cash non
availability crisis’ when the big payment is
due.

Predicted Amount of Expenses and
Liabilities
Figures for this item
are taken from the
Creditor’s List and
from
other
documents such as
loan contracts and
suppliers’ contracts.
Other
expenses
could include items
such as marketing
and
promotion
costs. Most of these predicted costs should
be in the Budget. Therefore, especially in
large companies with many departments, it
is essential to keep an accurate Budget, as
predicted items from the Budget can simply
be lifted directly into the Cash Flow.
It is easier to lift items direct from the
Budget into predicted expenses and
liabilities than to lift them from the Budget
into the predicted income item. This is
because a business has more control over
when it pays its expenses than it has over
when it receives its income. Therefore for
the predicted income, management still has
to rely mainly on purely the Debtors’ List
rather than the Budget and the Creditors’
List.

For example, a business may have a big
contract payment of, say, $30,000 due in
July on a large machine. Management
would be prudent to factor this outlay
into the Cash Flow by deducting, say,
$5,000 from each of the 5 months
leading up to the actual month of
payment, so only $5,000 has to be paid
from that month too.
The $5,000
deducted in each of the months is allowed
to build up in a ‘virtual’ payment account. It
still sits in the business bank account, but
as far as the Cash Flow sheet goes, it has
been spent on the machine payment and
therefore is not available for other uses.
Other examples of virtual allotments are one
where there may be a 13th month staff
bonus payment, or one used to pay the
annual land usage rent, or perhaps one
used to buy large amounts of stock from an
important overseas supplier at a bulk, or
discount rate.
‘Virtual accounting’ therefore is a critical
function of Cash Flow planning.
Moneys Put Into Reserve Allotments

Actual Expenses and Liabilities
It is vital for a business to have reserves.
This is where the accounts staff has
replaced predicted figures with actual
figures as the month progresses. The more
actual figures that come in as the month
progresses, obviously the more accurate
the Cash Flow is.

The business climate is often unpredictable,
so management needs to maintain a
healthy ‘tactical’ reserve for immediate use
if necessary, say, if sales fall short for the
month and salaries have to be met, or in
case a major debtor does not pay on time.
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Management should also strive to build up a
larger, ‘strategic’ reserve that will allow the
company to manoeuvre into a better
position sometime in the future, or to be
used in case of a major emergency to
prevent the business from going into crisis.
The reserves are cash reserves and do not
include other reserve mechanisms such as
emergency loans or bank overdrafts that
send the business into a liability situation.

carried over to the next month as a part of
the new opening balance.
If the business is going to be faced with a
minus total, then management must
immediately decide what it must do about
the situation. It must do one or more of the
following:
Use a reserve allocation.
Raise a new loan.

Once again, as with ‘virtual’ allotment
allocations, the money put into reserve
allotments remains in the business bank
account or, in the case of a larger strategic
reserve, on an interest bearing term
account, but for management purposes the
Cash Flow sheet shows those reserve
moneys as being totally unavailable, except
for the emergency purposes they are to be
used for.
If management ever has a need to use a
reserve allotment, it should immediately
reconstitute a new one, even if some other
items of expenditure have to be cut back.
Bank Balance
The daily Bank Balance should show on the
Cash Flow sheet. However, it should be
shown to be adjusted to be minus those
funds held in the virtual payment and
reserve allocations – just as though those
moneys had already been spent for the
purpose for which they were allocated.
Final Total Section
The final total section of the Cash Flow
sheet should show the monies from the
Bank Balance, less virtual and reserve
monies,
plus
income moneys,
less
expenses
and
liability
moneys.
The
remainder
(if
any!) will be the
monies to be

Inject
more
shareholders.

money

from

Bring in a new shareholder or
partner.
Have emergency discount sale to
raise urgently needed cash.
Chase outstanding overdue debtors
to make payment.
Defer due expenses.
The point is that the more warning given,
the better the choice can be and the more
lead times that are available to
management to properly implement the best
choice.
And that’s what good Cash Flow planning is
all about! It’s about giving timely and
accurate financial data to decision makers
on a daily basis.
SECTION 7: COMMERCIAL REPORTS
This Session introduces you to the formal
and informal commercial reports and flow
charts.
Teaching Objective
In this Session you will cover the following:
Types of commercial reports.
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Uses of formal and informal reports.
Formats of formal and informal
reports.
Examples of formal and informal
reports.

Administration. They may take the following
formats:
Marketing
Full blown Sales & Marketing Plan.
Report on the introduction of a
significant new product or service.

Knowledge
At the end of this session you will be able
to:
Know the uses
informal reports.

of

formal

Strategic report on a decision, such
as that involved with entering a new
export market.

and

Understand how to format formal
and informal reports.
Recognize which report format may
best suit the use of a report you wish
to write.

Report involving a topic such as the
restructuring of the Sales and
Marketing Division.
Report on attendance at Trade Fair
or Exhibition.
Operations

Types Of Commercial Reports

Full blown Business Plan.

Commercial reports take many formats, but
fall into two broad groups. They may be:

A Feasibility Study.
A Formal Brief.

Formal.
Informal.
Uses
Of
Reports

Formal

Formal
reports
are
usually produced at set
times in the year. For
example, they may be a
requirement for a branch
office, or an overseas
subsidiary of a main company in the home
county, to provide an annual or quarterly
report on the state of the business they are
undertaking, or a quarterly financial report.
Formal reports may also be used on ‘once
only’ special occasions for different divisions
within a business, ie for Sales and
Marketing, Operations, and Finance and

A Situation Audit aimed at
assessing the current state of the
company.
Report on the pending purchase
of a significant piece of new
equipment, or the expansion of
the current operational facility.
Report on a decision to upgrade
to ISO status.
Reports dealing with R&D matters.
Report on the restructuring or
upgrading of any current operational
or safety procedures.
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Finance and Administration

Contact summaries.
Export Market Flow Charts.

Annual or quarterly progress or
financial reports.
Shareholder reports.
Reports dealing with important policy
HR matters.
Reports dealing with
Training policy matters.

important

Reports to external Vietnamese
Government authorities regarding
matters such as taxation, social
security, investment and labour.

Format of Formal Reports
4 Main Parts
Nearly all formal reports follow the basic
format of most written work: ie, they have 4
main parts:
A Beginning, or Introduction.
A Middle, or Main Body.
An End, or Conclusion.
Recommendations
What to Include in Formal Reports

Uses Of Informal Reports
Informal reports are also used by all the
divisions within a business, but they usually
are used only for communications within the
business. They may take a written form, or
be in the form of a summary, such as a
Contract Summary, or in the form of a chart,
such as an Export Market Flow Chart. An
Export Market Flow Chart is a summary of
the state of the export of any particular
shipment of goods being sent overseas.
We will cover what goes into an Export
Market Flow Chart later in this Module.
Informal Reports may be produced weekly,
or be just ‘once only’ reports. Informal
reports may take the following forms:

Date.
Author’s details.
Main Heading.
A Reference Heading (if references
are made to other documents or
events).
Section and sub headings.

Minutes of meetings.

Executive Summary.

Weekly market feedback report.
Weekly
CEO’s
Activities’ report
Management.

All
formal
Corporate
Reports, whether
long or short,
should
include
the following:

‘Summary
to Board

Weekly Cash Flow Report.
Record of labour incident.
Record of safety breech.

of
of

Introduction.
Main body of the report.
Conclusion (highlighting a main point
made in each paragraph of the Main
Body).
Recommendations (flowing from the
Conclusion, stating in point form
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what the writer recommends as a
result of his or her report.
Confidentiality grading.
Page numbers.
Attachment Headings (if Annexes
are attached to the report).

References:
A. Report
on
New Aircraft
Development
Plan Dated 23
August 2013.
B. Minutes
of
BoM Meeting
Dated 12 September 2013.

Date
This is obviously important as it gives the
currency of the report. Is it timely? Are the
points in the report still valid, or has the
report been superseded by more recent
events? The Date can be put at the
beginning or end of the report.
Author’s Details
The reader needs to know who wrote the
report, what position the writer holds and
how he or she can be contacted. Often the
identity of the writer is critical to the weight
given to the report itself. Is the writer an
expert is the subject of the report? The
Author’s Details can be put at the beginning
or the end of the report.
Main Heading
The main heading is important as it gives
the reader the overall idea of what the
report is all about. The main heading needs
to be selected very carefully. It shouldn’t be
too long, but it does need to be long enough
not to be misleading to
the reader.
A Reference Heading
Under a Reference
heading go the list of
other
documents
referenced
in
the
report. For example:

C. CEO Weekly Summary Dated 11
October 2013
A Reference heading may also be used as
a ‘Key Persons in the Report’ heading under
which a quick reminder summary is made of
key persons included in a report. For
example:
Key Persons in the Report
Don Clarke: CEO of Sun Alliance.
Lives in HCMC and has expertise in
life insurance matters.
Mary White: Operations Manager of
Western Insurance. Lives in NYC
and has expertise in fire and theft
risk assessments.
David Brown: Facilities Manager for
Diamond Plaza. Lives in Baltimore
and requires risk and insurance
assessments of his facility
Section and Sub Headings
All types of headings are of great
importance to a report. They allow a reader
to immediately anticipate what he or she is
about to read in the report. Headings also
make it much easier for a reader to find his
or her way back to an interesting section of
the report.
Often paragraphs are numbered to make
referencing much easier too. If numbers
are used they should be used within
sections so that if a paragraph is added or
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deleted, only the numbers relating to that
section need to be adjusted.

it tells the reader just what the report is
going to tell him or her.

Section headings are usually in capitals,
bolded and centred on the page.
Subheadings are usually in lower case,
bolded and on the left margin. For example:

The
Introduction
may
include
an
‘Assumptions’ sub section. This section
informs the reader of any key assumptions
the report writer may have made when
preparing the report. For example, the
reader may assume that the present
economic forecasts as given by the Federal
Reserve Bank will hold firm for the rest of
the year.

3.00. THIS IS A NUMBERED SECTION
HEADING
Sub Heading
3.1. This is a paragraph.
3.2. This is a paragraph.
Sub Heading

The Introduction may also include an ‘Aim’
sub section. The ‘Aim’ tells the reader what
the report wishes to achieve. For example,
it may say: ‘The Aim of this report is to
outline the steps that will be taken in order
to expand the present production facility at
Heathrow to double its present size.’

3.3. etc
3.4. etc
Executive Summary
The Executive Summary is a clear and
concise synopsis of the whole report. It
provides a quick overview for the busy
reader and also assists other readers to
focus their minds on the detailed information
they will obtain if they read the whole report.
The Executive Summary includes the
assumptions made when writing the report
and also all the recommendations given.
The Executive Summary is the last thing
written when preparing the report.

The Introduction may also include a
‘Limitations’ sub section. This will inform
the reader about any limitations the writer
had to face when preparing the report, or
which will be faced when undertaking the
operations
outlined
in
the
report.
Limitations may include such things as time,
money, language, political and cultural
aspects etc.
Main Body
The Main Body of the report will put in a
logical sequence the content and details of
the report. Each paragraph written should
have at least one main point. If it doesn’t, it
should be deleted as not worth being in
report at all.

Introduction
Conclusion
Although it is one of the first parts of the
report to be read, the Introduction is the
second last item to be written.
(he
Executive Summary is the last item that
should be written.) This is because it is
much easier to prepare the Introduction
once you have written the entire report. The
Introduction tells the reader what he or she
will expect to read in the report. In essence,

The Conclusion is actually a summary of the
main points of the Main Body of the report.
The writer should extract at least one key
point from each paragraph. The total of
these key points comprise the Conclusion of
the report.
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No discussion or key points should be
introduced into the Conclusion unless they
have first been covered in the Main Body.
The main points given in the Conclusion
should form the basis of both the
Introduction and the final Recommendations
made.
Recommendations
The Recommendations section is often the
most important section, after the Executive
Summary,
of
the
whole
report.
Recommendations should flow from the
main points given in the Conclusion.
Recommendations are best given in list or
point form, eg

people who may have to copy and
assemble the report, or send or receive it by
fax.

Attachment Headings
Attachments
are
documents
that
accompany the report.
They may be
technical annexes prepared by separate
departments.
Attachments are referred to within the Main
Body of the report and are listed under the
Attachment Headings section at the very
end of the report.
Format for Informal Reports
Written Informal Reports

We recommend the following:
The facility in Heathrow be
expanded during the period AprilMay 2007.
The production manpower be
expanded from 100 to 150 at the
same time.
A
new
Assistant
Production
Manager be hired in March 2007 etc
etc
Confidentiality Grading
Some reports contain highly commercially
sensitive information.
These types of
reports should be given a security grading,
such as ‘Commercial In Confidence’ or
‘Restricted Viewing Access’ etc. These
gradings should be printed on the top and
bottom of each page to remind the reader to
take care when handling the document and
to take even greater care as to who he may
show or discuss the content with.
Page Numbers
The pages of reports should always be
numbered. This is of great assistance to

There is no specific
layout of written informal
reports. However, if you
are putting out regular
reports every week, such
as the CEO’s Weekly
Report to the Board, or
the Minutes of the
weekly
marketing
meeting, it’s important that the same format
be used for each weekly report. This
ensures that no points are missed, and that
the reader becomes familiar with the type of
information he can expect each week and
where to find it.
Reports such as minutes, should be
produced and disseminated as soon as
possible after the meeting or they will lose
their timeliness and value.
Both informal and formal reports can be
written in the 1st person. This makes them
quicker and easier to write and also give
more immediate impact to the report.
Just because a report is informal, doesn’t
mean that it has to be short, or that the
greatest care should not be taken in its
preparation.
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Always remember the power of the written
word.
Contract Summaries
Informal reports may take the shape of
Contract Summaries. These summaries
allow
complex
agreements
to
be
summarized down to their key points in
order to keep an easier tab on what they
contain and what must be done by parties to
the agreements.
Export Market Flow Charts
Informal reports may also take the form of
flow chart summaries such as is the case
with Export Market Flow Charts.
Export Flow charts are a simple way to keep
up to day with export shipments. Because
such shipments are often prone to change
due to delays in customers formalizing
intentions to buy, payment delays, or
shipping date changes, it is important for
management to keep abreast of what is
happening.
The cash flow of a business can be
dramatically
affected
by
delays
in
shipments, therefore it is critical to keep a
very clear record of their progress.
Export management staff must be very
disciplined and dedicated to the tasks of:
Immediately starting an Export Flow
Chart as soon as an order is made.
Immediately updating the Chart if a
change is made.
Immediately informing the accounts
section of any delays to the order as
It can cause a big impact on the
cash flow and management needs to
be made aware of this.

Once an order is completed, printing
out the finished Chart for record
purposes and stapling in the front
cover to the related export file for
that particular transaction.
Summaries and charts save time and to
serve as lasting records.
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Professional Experience

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Meet the President
Corporate Vietnam

–

CEO

of

Star

www.starcorpvn.com
Investment, management and business
development consultants in Vietnam.

Vietnam 2003-2011 (2nd Tour)
President & CEO, Star Corporate
Vietnam (Investment, Corporate
Services, Business Development,
Outsourcing, and Training)
Chief Business Development
Consultant, Vung Tau Sea Bass
Project (Project Work)
General Director, Norco Tiles
(Vietnam) Ltd (Manufacturing)
Australia 1990- 2002

President – CEO, Star Corporate Vietnam
Christopher Alan Jones (Chris)
Ph.D. (Bus Admin), M.A.(Hons), Litt.B.(Merit),
B.A.(mil), Adv. Cert. Bus., psc

Other Positions / Offices Currently Held:
Corporate Manager, Tupperware (Multi-level
Marketing, Vn.)
Corporate Associate, Aardwolf Vietnam
(Manufacturing, Vn)
Director, Australian Business & Property
Service (Property and Business
Development, Au)
Director, Zappa Holdings (Property
Development, Au)
Director, Vietfilm Enterprises (Movie
Development, Vn)
Corporate Manager, MacComack
Associates Consultants (M&E Engineers,
Au/ Vn)
Corporate Manager, Dome Consultants
(Civil Engineers, Au/ Vn)
Corporate Manager, Empire Automation
Vietnam (IT Global)

CEO, Australian Business & Property
Service
(Business and Property Licensed
Valuations, Sales and LeasesCommercial, Industrial, and
Residential – All Aspects of
Franchises, Corporate Governance
and Board Representations, and
Industrial Advocacy)
CEO, Trans World Developments
(International Management
Consultants, Corporate ‘Fix It’
Services, Strategic Business and
Marketing Consulting, Corporate
Governance, Board Representations,
and Corporate Training. Assignments
in India, Thailand, South Africa,
Eastern Europe and S.E. Asia.)
Media Advisor, Channel 7, Australia,
on the 1st Gulf War (Presentations)
Vietnam 1988-1989 (1st Tour)
Manager, Special Projects, Stinoc
Limited
(Corporate Governance, Board
Representations, International Project
Development, Investment and
Corporate Support Services and
Training)
Chief Management Consultant, Aztec
International, Floating Hotel Project,
Saigon (Contracting and Legal)
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Saudi Arabia 1985-1987
Business and Contracts Manager,
MBP
Australia,
Environmental
Protection and Anti Oil Spillage
Australian
and
Saudi
Arabian
Government Joint Venture (Project
Management,
Administration
and
Manpower Mobilizations)
Egypt and Australian Command & Staff
College 1982-84
Commercial Officer, Multi-National
Force & Observers (Commercial
Management)
Military Experience
o
o
o

o

Graduate of the Royal Military
College, Duntroon, Australia
Strategic
Intelligence
and
Counter Terrorist Analyst
Training Development Officer
Using the ‘Systems Approach
to Training Development’
Graduate of Command & Staff
College, Australia:

One Year Full Time Senior Management and
Training Course for Selected Students Only.
Professional Licenses and Certificates
(Additional to Degree Qualifications)
Investment and Corporate Services
(Vietnam) Licence
Human Resources Management
Licence
Business Valuations and Sales
Licence
Property Assessments and Sales
Licence
Industrial Relations Advocate
General Auctioneer’s Licence
Credit Management & Mercantile
Agent / Corporate Investigation
Certificate
Media Interviews and Presentations
Certificate
Former Justice of the Peace in
Western Australia

Books & Theses
In the Dreaming
Contract Management in Saudi Arabia
A Melancholy Dualism
Beyond the Horizon
The Indonesian Integration of East
Timor
Take the Hits and Other Poems
Sorrow of War Film Script
Memories of the Mekong & Other
Stories: A Brief Human History of the
Initial Development Period in Vietnam
and Cambodia from January 1988 –
January 2007
Sales Superstar
Exporting and Distributing
Better Business Skills
Selection of Articles
The World’s Most Professional
Machine (KGB)
Come
the
Revolution
(Artillery
Equipment)
The Defence of Port Phillip Bay
The Afghan Wars
Strategic Intelligence
Joint Intelligence
Wilfred Owen: A Portrait of a Soldier
Poet
Interests and Sports Representations
President,
Fremantle
Amateur
Anglers’ Club
Duntroon 1st XV Rugby Union Team
Australian Combined Universities
Rugby Union
State of Western Australia Rugby
Union Team
Australian Southern States Rugby
Union Team
Duntroon 1st X1 Soccer Team
Queens Park United 1st X1 Soccer
Team

